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communications [GD17]. communicative [Sug11]. communist [JKMS17, Pra18d]. communities [AAH10, APT13, BMZ$^+$17, CZPR17, CyPP12, HGH17a, HLW19, hHSL19, KMFD12, KM16, MGdP17, SPdSM16, Sob11, TA11, URU10a, YDJ12, ZGL$^+$17].

Community [Bos10, ELP11, ZGL$^+$17, BSG17, BHJD12, BH15, CQB16, De 13, Gar15, GZM15, HPBI$^+$14, KKL17, LML11, LZFW15, LAdAMJ17, MCLL17, MHKB16, RPGM10, RG18, SK16, Vel12, ZB12, dCdSNB15, Pou10].

companies [CC10a, LLC$^+$17, WZX11]. company [HR15, LJ10].

Comparative [AS18b, BL10, CHC17, GHA$^+$15, MC13, QDY14, SMY15, ddMS15, Ano17c, BPTG10, ÇAAAÇ15, hCyL12, FM11a, FSOS12, GGS17, GdOdAG$^+$13, GW10b, HG17, HC12, hHC15, HC16c, KZZSZ19, KHZ$^+$12, KB18, KJ14, LRS$^+$18, Liu13, LXL15, Liu16, LXL16, LZL10, Moe17, MPM16, NSKO15, NASR11, RCDJ$^+$14, SH15c, SWCH14, Tom18, Wan16, WW11, YQW13, ZPG$^+$14, ZYG15, ZP15].

compare [ADS10a, BL18, Har19b, RD13]. compared [ADV11, BG18, BTL19, Med15, Ole12, PDAN19, Sot12]. Comparing [ABILO10, Ama15, CGZ10, DGDG13, Mik10, Sin18, SJOC18, SVCFI14, SH18, BB17b, HDW$^+$15, KW17, MR10, Még13c, NSC13, PP18, SvLVA19, Ts11, Gus19]. Comparison [BLS15, CG18a, CA19, ES18, FH13, KKC18G, MH16a, MBR$^+$13, MKHB13b, OCM$^+$12, PPK$^+$16, SG10, SGG$^+$14, TYWZ12, VBG$^+$17, YK15, ZCL14, ADD11a, AZKR13, ACORC10, AYS14, Ask18, BSBG18, Cha13, CHY13, Che18a, CA12, Fra10, GRSFV12a, GTMRE$^+$19, GTD14, GB14b, GZ14b, GW15b, GSE$^+$18, HA16, HIG$^+$17, HBBB18, HWL11, KCP12, KZC16, KH13, LV11, LKY17, LHC$^+$16, LJC$^+$15, MMOMLC18a, MBT16, ML10, Ort18, PRR16, PPE14, Sch11a, SSS$^+$11, SM17, Sot10, SN10, TBS15, yTI11, yTMShL16, Vin12b, WVE13, Wil15, XTZ15, YY14, YYDH12, YYY17, Yus15, vPD13]. Comparisons [MS18a, Wu14, BM14a, CSO17, FLZ17, KKL14, Moe16a, Tod11, VHH16].


Competitive [Zin16, AC11, ADD14b, Fan11, LF12b, RCCM14, VGPdC$^+$17, WLD$^+$14, ZZPG14]. Competitiveness [ZKC$^+$16, DCGZ$^+$12, DNAH15, DQ11, MLO18, WMT$^+$12].

compilations [HH10]. complement [DGDG11, RM18]. complementarities [LWB16].

complementary [Dan14, FZZ$^+$11, PLG19, Sah16, VG14]. complete [ACD13]. completely [MSC18]. completeness [ÂMBM17, CIL$^+$16].

Completing [MM15a, AA16]. completing- [AA16]. Complex [ÂCCG$^+$15, KRP16, ANOdFC12, Pen19, RP17a, ZG13c, ZWHH13, Zin16].

complexity [GZ17, LRC19, Mag14b, WZS12]. compliance [Jam17].

component [TG18b, YZW$^+$17]. components [Ley11b]. composers [Geo17]. Composite [BBSS16b, BBSS16c, BR11, MvdH13, PDAN19, Pra16b, tScL13, BBSS16a].

Computa [PT17, Cam14, Egg14a]. Computer [CHM15, CVC14, FAA13, GZM15, HP10, SLD+17, SUP15, AT1K, dSAEE15, BCML19, BI10b, BSG17, Cab13, Cav15b, Cha18a, DRCG17, ES16b, ERW12, FM17, Fie15b, Fra10, FSOS12, GLS16, GKV11, ILB11, ILB13, IBL13, IQT+19, LL13a, LRS+18, LSM+15, LHBC18, LSE+18, Mue18, QRI+17, RMCMI3, SB19, The17c, USPO15, ZY15, vEW10]. Computing [KHH18, VHH16, CVC+15, CLLH15, GSM+16, Ho16, HH17e, HV18, LMKG19, LYS+17, Lee19, LRS+18, MF14, MAA17, SH14, WBX+17, BI10b].


contested [BH16a]. Context [DB16, Yu17, AD18, Ano18c, BIH17, BASL16, BHH18, Cam18, CA12, DCM16, DGGBDGI17, Eto13, GVGESEP15, GTAG18, HII+18, HSAK18, JW18, Kaz14, Kaz15, KP16, KP12b, LCD+14, MWH14, RGTS14, RC13b, SV19, Sma11, SH18, VDV16, Vel12]. context-based [Eto13].

Context [DB16, Yu17, AD18, Ano18c, BIH17, BASL16, BHH18, Cam18, CA12, DCM16, DGGBDGI17, Eto13, GVGESEP15, GTAG18, HII+18, HSAK18, JW18, Kaz14, Kaz15, KP16, KP12b, LCD+14, MWH14, RGTS14, RC13b, SV19, Sma11, SH18, VDV16, Vel12]. context-based [Eto13].

context-based [Eto13].

contexts [Cha13, SMAABJ11, Sma10].

Contextual [LPC17]. Contextualization [KWS17].

continent [CRLMRPA17].

continental [CRLMRPA17].

Continental [CRLMRPA17].

Continents [KWS17].

Contradicting [WDL17].

Contrarian [JVM17].

Contribute [OM11].

Contributed [Cha14, Cha18c].

Contribution [DMM13, Fan15a, AG13, BMM14, DWM13, DGGBDGI17, Eto13, GVGSEPRC15, GTAG18, HII+18, HSAK18, JW18, Kaz14, Kaz15, KP16, KP12b, LCD+14, MWH14, RGTS14, RC13b, SV19, Sma11, SH18, VDV16, Vel12].

Contributions [KKE13, ALYZ15, Ano11, CH15, GK14, LLYC14, PL18, TBW+12, ZL17].

Contributors [WW15].

Controlled [CIL+16, KCT+17].

Core [BH16a, BH16b, Cho12, KLM16, MSB18, Aus13, Aus14a, Bou14b, CRR14, CS11b, Col17, Egg11f, GT11, Gld12, GT12, GT17, HLL14, HYYL12, HLY14, KMP11a, SD13, WQY12, WF17, XCS+16, YZW+17, YR10, Zel12, ZGY16, ICC16].

Core-periphery [Cho12, KLM16, Zel12].

CORE-ranked [ICC16].

Cores [SCGZR16].

Corporations [PYK13].

Correct [WM19].

Correlations [AND19, VW13, AAB+13, The16, TC13].

Correspondence [WM19].

Countric [KG18, Mue16, ZHG16].

Countries [AvLS14, BKZ+16, Bar17a, BSeEK13, BSK15, BGAAM15, Bos10, BPHL16, CRMPRS18, Cho12, CMM17, DMM13, DGWZ13, DB19, EN17, Fan12, Fin15, FB16, FKRS14, Gan12, GCGP10, GTMRE+16, GTMRE+19, GAVZ12, GRG12, GdOdAG+13, GZ14a, HV18a, HH18, Ibr18, IPIU13, JL18a, JKMS17, Kar12, KMP+11b, KJH+12, KHK13, KBL15, KWW15, KEP+18, KBZ15, KCP+17, KCT+17].

Copyright [Jam17, LL16, LP18a].

Core [BH16a, BH16b, Cho12, JAC18, KLM16, MSB18, Aus13, Aus14a, Bou14b, CRR14, CS11b, Col17, Egg11f, GT11, Gld12, GT12, GT17, HLL14, HYYL12, HLY14, KMP11a, SD13, WQY12, WF17, XCS+16, YZW+17, YR10, Zel12, ZGY16, ICC16].

Core-periphery [Cho12, KLM16, Zel12].

CORE-ranked [ICC16].

Coreness [PY14].

Coreness [PY14].

Coreness [PY14].

Corporations [PYK13].

Correct [FMM16].

Correcting [Wra10, dSD18a].

Correction [APPF18, BT18a, BT18b, Dya17a, FK18, Kim19, MM19, RV18a, ZTP18a, Ano16a, Egg13a].

Correlate [The18f].

Correlated [HCL14, SMM15, Tor13].

Correlation [ABMSSP16, EMH+10, whH11, SM16b, LHW16, APFR+13, QDY14, WvEvL+11a, XGCK19].

Correlations [AND19, VW13, AAB+13, The16, TC13].

Correlative [WF17].

Correspondence [WM19].

Correspondence [WM19].

Correspondence [WM19].

Cosmology [FG15, MB10a].

Costs [FPS14, HH15b, Hsi11].

Could [ADD10, CLD13, Sot12].

Council [RGdCMM17].

Count [BL18, Rig13, WFS16, Yu17].

Counting [AL12, ML10, Ber18, Hag10b, MAGBBM13, Osó18, ZZZ+14].

Countrie [KG18, Mue16, ZHG16].

Countries [AvLS14, BKZ+16, Bar17a, BSeEK13, BSK15, BGAAM15, Bos10, BPHL16, CRMPRS18, Cho12, CMM17, DMM13, DGWZ13, DB19, EN17, Fan12, Fin15, FB16, FKRS14, Gan12, GCGP10, GTMRE+16, GTMRE+19, GAVZ12, GRG12, GdOdAG+13, GZ14a, HV18a, HH18, Ibr18, IPIU13, JL18a, JKMS17, Kar12, KMP+11b, KJH+12, KHK13, KBL15, KWW15, KEP+18, KBZ15, KCP+17, KCT+17].
LBGBdMA13, LRC19, LA19, Med15, MSB18, Moe16b, MZE19, NJ10, NP11, ÖS17, OM11, PCR18, PP18, Pir19, PL18, Pra10d, Pra18d, RV18b, RLW14, RPK17, San13, SS10c, SK18, SZAJS14, TA14b, TE18, TBT19, UMK14, Vi10, Vin12b, WLDW12, WXW+13, WLY14, WTM+16, WM17, WF18, XTZ15, YYDH12, ZGCRVQ18, ZG11, dPSS18, vZ13, RV18a].

countries/territories [XTZ15].

Country [BL17a, GNVQdMAG11, Pie18, ADD16, AvLS14, ACT18, Bas10, Ben15, BB15, CHY13, CR14, DAYY18, DC17, Fuk17, GZ14b, HSL+14, IFT+18, KK19, LCY14, MCCU16, Mes11, OA10a, OA10b, PR14, Sch11a, SM12, Sot12, SWCH14, Vel12, ZZZ+14].

country-level [KK19, PR14].

country-specific [Pie18].

counts [ATK17, Bas11, BH16c, BYY17, BL18, EHK12, FA10, Hal14, HSL+14, IFT+18, KK19, LCY14, MCCU16, Mes11, OA10a, OA10b, PR14, Sch11a, SM12, Sot12, SWCH14, Vel12, ZZZ+14].

coupled [Sch12a].

coupling [CHL15, GD16, HA19, HC14b, hHC15, Liu17, Soo14b, TZG15, YSY+13, ZLW16].

cover [WLM15].

coverage [HPBI+14, MMOMLC18a, CHC17, Fan13a, Har14b, HB17b, Lv110, MS12, MF14, MPH16, SL12a]. covered [RV18a, RV18b, Shi14].

CPC [YLL+15c].

CRC [Tom17]. create [HSPY15, OMMMLTC17]. created [CÖT16b, Kon12].

Creating [BMZ+17, Car16, YG18]. creation [EES13, Fuk16, GP18b, Hul11, LM13b, RPGM16, URU10b, ZS17, ZZW19].

Creative [Hei13, Won13, YU12]. Creativity [Sol06, FR11]. credibility [Fra17, Tol11, BZ17, Ber18, Hug10b, KD14, LF12a, MCB15, TBW+12, WSC16, WFZD19b, dPDACMC+16]. credits [Osó18]. CRExplorer [TMLB16, TBMM18].

criminal [Wal15].

criminology [Wal15].

CRIS [vLvWW16]. crisis [FRdA16, HC15c, HC17, KKT+18, MAHS10]. criteria [ND16, OCM+12, PRDG17, Siv16b]. criterion [ZLF18].

Critical [KB11a, Moe17]. criticality [LWB18b]. critically [Bas10].

Criticism [FM11b, Jac12]. critique [PA12, VB12, vL12].

Croatia [BPVM11, Bra12a].

Croatian [JZL10].

Cronin [Ano14].

crops [JBC19].

Cross [Ben15, MS18b, AHUR11, ADD11c, BFGVV+18, BN10, BL11b, CGKB18, COS11a, CHY13, CC11b, CKB+14, DC17, Fie15a, Fie15c, GY12, GZ14b, HA16, Hos11, qJnShPL17, LRY18, LCY14, OQ12, SMAABJ11, VEJC+18b, WQY12, YWS18, ZCW14, ZJLG10, ZG17d, ZG17e].

cross-citation [WQY12, ZJLG10].

cross-city [qJnShPL17].

Cross-country [Ben15, CHY13, DC17, GZ14b, LCY14]. cross-disciplinary [BFGVV+18, CC11b, Fie15a, Fie15c, GY12, HA16, YWS18, ZCW14, ZG17d, ZG17e].

cross-discipline [COS11a].

cross-domain [LRY18].

cross-generic [SMAABJ11].

Cross-metric [MS18b].

cross-sectional [BN10, BL11b, qJnShPL17, OQ12, VEJC+18b].

cross-time [AHUR11, ADD11c].

cross-topic [CGKB18].

Crossing [BBCP14].

Crossref [Har19b, Ort18].

crown [WvEvL+11b].

Crucial [Cam12, Ley15b].

Cruz [STCRPA18].

cryptographic [Pal15].

Crystal [Cha19a, HWL14].

Crystals [SLG10].

CSCW [CPF18].

CSE [AT17].

CSS [Ort11].

CSSCI [WDS16].

Cuban
[AJdMA10, AJCACRdMA16, CRAJdMACÁ15, CRZGVQdMA16, 
GSPLVG+18, PCR18, RPK16]. cue [QA19]. cue-terms [QA19].
cult [Etz13a]. cultivation [MSP+15]. culture [HH10, LDRVSDGDR16]. cultures 
[MHC14, SM12]. culturomics [CMT19]. cumulative 
[BD12a, San12d, WG11]. currency [LH12]. Current 
[YLY+14, CRAJdMACÁ15, FAI+18, GTMRE+16, Kaz15, KTT11, MSP+15, 
SK18, TG16, ZSY14, ZWW+15, ZWW+16]. curricula [BCT19]. 
cut [COT16a]. cutting [MBSB17]. cycle [ER19, GSKM17, LW10]. 
cycles [CV15, Li14, MdFdA+14]. curvilinear [BHA15]. custom 
[TE18]. custom-made [TE18]. customer [Tsa11]. customized 
[LKS+14]. cut [COT16a]. cutting [MBSB17]. cybermetric 
[OMOR13a]. cycle [Bou11, Jun12, KKS16, QJZ+14, ZAJ19, vdPR18]. cycles 
[Fie15c, KG16, LWIB16, Ley15b]. Czech 
[PV15, VFA10, Van14]. Czechanowski [ST14a].

D-index [DCM16]. dactylifera [AAG14]. Daegu [KCP12]. Daiichi 
[KNK+19]. dance [HH15c]. Dancing [YZ17]. dangers [AC11]. Danish 
[Hen18, IL14a]. dark [OMLC15]. Darwin [MB14]. Data [ASW18, Com15, 
DLL+16b, DLL+16a, EBD15, GBM+16, HSPY15, MRR17, RBC+10, Siv16a, 
ZC16, AR18, ABMSSP16, ABSF+19, AS18a, ABMB17, AYS14, Anol16b, 
Anol16d, Anol17c, BOS14, Bor16, Boy17a, CB15, CyPP12, CQB16, CNC18, 
DG16, De 17, DRS18, DCS12, Don17, DGF17, EDEH16, FS12, Fia11, 
FMM13a, FDVZ16, Fuk16, GSM+16, GTC16, GGS17, GKF17, HK19, HT11, 
HLE10, Har13d, Hig+17, HBS+19, HB17a, HB18a, Hau16, HWL11, HL13, 
HWS18, ISR11, qJuSHPL17, JJS+12, JS15, KZC16, KL17, KK18, KKOS19, 
KPR16, LPMK17, Ley13b, LKR14, Li16, LPB14, LGD11, LSY11, LTK+18, 
LJMF15, LW16, LSL15, MK18, MNdF16, MM17a, MM17b, MOO17, Mix18, 
MKYM+17, dCCMAW16b, MS16b, Mou15a, NT17, Osw10, Pan14, PK14, 
Par14a, PW17, PHDC16, PRSB16, PKL+16, Pra14a, RC13a, RJ14]. 
data [RN18, SBA+19, SFR+14, SYDW19, Sko14, SHK14, xShLY+15, 
Tsa11, XYW+17, YLSW16, Yu17, YHL+18, Yur15, ZYS16, dPCAdMC+16, 
vLvvWW16, SBSU15, HZ17, Ort18, ZLH+15, dCCMAW16a]. data-different 
[Anol17c, GGS17]. Data-driven [EBD15]. Data-mining [Com15].

Database [CYW+11, BMM14, BB15, CHWL12, Cav15b, CWH11, 
DGGBDG17, EDEH16, FMM13a, GY12, GK18, KT15, LVS18, Mcc14, 
MS12, dANR15, PDPL17, PIB18, Rod16, SA11, SA12, SM15, TE18, VO17, 
WWhHRRS10, Yel14, ZWW+18, ZCMVQS11, dART+17]. databases 
[ATJ16, FMM15a, Gus19, Jac12, Pau10, Rod16, SSN19, ZYX+14]. 
dataset [GT17, MXZ18, BH16a, BH16b]. datasets [BYY18]. date [AAG14]. David 
[MHFB17, Par14c]. dawn [Etz13a]. Day [BHDI18]. DBLP 
[Kim18, Kim19, SHK14]. de-globalization [MHM+12a]. DEA 
[BHPvdPMR18, DFS15, KVC15, MAA17, SA11, SA12, The18b]. Decades
Determinants [AGLNRR14, FVVSAGM+18, KM17b, BCBP14, BS17, BC13b, CLW+19, HWS18, JCK11, PNS+10, PS16a, Pie18, PR14, Rha17, XA15].


develop [JDH12]. developed [EDEH16, KBL15, ZCW14]. developing [BH16b, CP14, GZ18, KMP+11b, KTT11, PL18, Sko14, Sot12, WM17].

Development [Bos10, CFP14, GMJ+17, Pou10, Yel14, YLL10, YLH+17, dSdSSB16, Bai18, Che12, CYH13, CjDD15, CH15, DMM13, Geo17, HHZ14, HMLC16, JH16, Kar12, KPRT16, KvES11, Lan13, Lee10b, LLL12, LWB16, LW10, LCLX16, cSLI0, MGT14, MSB18, MRN14, QL12, RRBA10, RT17, SdJDD19, SHS15, SP12b, TS11b, US10, WT14, WG12, ZSC18, ZyZZ+14, ZH17, dPS18, RGD1CM17]. Developmental [PNVCB18, JKCC15].

developments [APYS13, GTRM+16, HTHB11, HYC18, KC15, LGH+14, SvLVA19].

device [CdJD15, LJ10, SdJDD19]. devices [FSOS12, SHR+10]. devil [Zit12]. diabetest [SZMS18, SAAJS14].

diabetic [Col18, Ing12, SM16a, SMAABJ11, YS14]. diachronous [BL13, ZG17d].

diachronic [Col18, Ing12, SM16a, SMAABJ11, YS14].

diagnosis [Bai18, Che12, CYH13, CjDD15, CH15, DMM13, Geo17, HHZ14, HMLC16, JH16, Kar12, KPRT16, KvES11, Lan13, Lee10b, LLL12, LWB16, LW10, LCLX16, cSLI0, MGT14, MSB18, MRN14, QL12, RRBA10, RT17, SdJDD19, SHS15, SP12b, TS11b, US10, WT14, WG12, ZSC18, ZyZZ+14, ZH17, dPS18, RGD1CM17].

Differentiation [RRL16, Geo17, L18].

differently [AF18]. difficult [GW10a, QZ17]. Difficulty [Fox17, KBAK17].

diffuses [GZ14a]. diffusing [CMRC15]. Diffusion [DT16, ACMP13, FMPP10, Gá17, pGDTP12, GG12, GZ17, HL13, HLL14, Hu11, LJC+15, LL13b, LLHN17, MGY+18, Oze12a, SHR+10, SI15, WSC16, WG10, Wu13, YC10, YY10, ZXZ17, ZLW19, ZY15].

Digital [CZY10, CRR14, KY17, SB19, ZVC11, BMZ+17, Fan15b, GB17a, HRH10, Kim18, Kim19, LW12, MZ14, TCC17, WFG16, XCS+16, ZZ11, ZWL+18, BC17].

DII [KWhHRkS10]. dilemma [PG12, RJ14]. dimension [ADS12, BG12, GSKM17, Lit15, SZZC18, Van10]. dimensional [HS16b, KdBBK15, LYGQ12, LP18b, NJ10, Pr14c, Pr17c, Pr18e, Sch12a].

Dimensionless [Pra18c]. dimensions [Bha16, BCC+17, FFL16, GD17, J14, MR18a, Pal15, Rod17, Wal16, Har19b, Bor18, HL18]. diode [hHC15].

direct [AR18, BL15, HSK18, MvdH13, SLISC17]. directed [ZZD18a].

directional [GZ11]. dirty [FMM13a]. disambiguating [AjFC15].

disambiguation [AT17, CLB13, GHvdB12, HYF+17, HYYR14, Kim18, ...
disappearing [Fan12]. disaster [KNK+19, MHKB16]. disasters [RF19]. Disciplinarity [Rod17, BTNS14].

Disciplinary [DAYY18, GD17, PYH16, BFGVV+18, CC11b, DFG+18, Ell18, Fie15b, Fie15a, Fie15c, GY12, Gau17, GD16, GTD14, HAA14, HA16, Li17, LWL17, LdMAM11, GMGMY+18, MKP16, VTY17, VO17, YWS18, YDHY12, ZCW14, ZZL+10, ZG17d, ZG17e, ZSCR+18].

design discipline [ADS17a, ADS17b, COS11a, CAKL15, CBKL13, CST11, GAPP18, GDP16, LG10, LSE+18, NLCC17, SSS+11, WDS16, WZ19b, Zhou17].

disciplines [ADD14b, AS18a, AC13, BHKP11, BKG16, BM12b, Cha16, CG18a, Fan12, Fan13b, Hud16, Hud17, MMOMLC18b, PHS12, PML14, QL12, SC10, Soo18, TCB16, WV13, WL14, WJD15, XG18, ZY15].

discaning discontinued [PhD18]. Discontinuities [LBW18b]. Discouraging [PG14b].

discourse [CRLMRPA17, SMAABJ11, Sm10]. discover [Cam17, ILB11].

discovers discoverer [MHFB17]. discoveries [LM].

disciplined Disciplen [BAB13, CGKB18, DCS12, HZ17, KLP17, Ma12, RPAMR19, VGPdlC17].

Discovery [BK10, WYAY12, WTM+16, Arb11, Cha17b, CYH13, CRLMRPA17, De 17, KGL+14, KGY+17, Kos14, LP18b, Pra14a, VG14, WKHS19]. discrepancies [RGCM14]. discrete [BD12a]. discrimination [MM18, MM19, SH18].

discriminations [KK13]. discriminatory [OBG11].

discouling [TBT19, vL12]. Discussion [Ano12a, Ano12b, HB15, EMSH16, KKCG18, CG15a]. Disease [HEH17, Kos14, CWJC14, DMM13, SZMS17, SHL15, TZ15]. Diseases [VACCAJ18, AP16, FR11].

disentangling [CD16b]. disorders [GWBSVWB13]. Disparities [HJM+13, PHBN+15]. disparity [Ley18].

dispersed [Pir19]. dispersion [ADS16, CM18]. display [CW10, HWW14, JYW11, LWL17]. dispute [ZXM+16].

disruptive [BT19a]. Dissemination [PQG14, ESB15, FrdA16, Fuk16, LZR14, NLCC17, RPGM16]. dissertation [MS16b]. dissertations [AH11, Ban18, Hag10a, KKCG18, KHH18, KKE13, ZSY+13]. dissertators [KH17].

distance [GPN14, ACFL11, APT13, FZZ17, LXH+18, PML+17, SS16, vPD13].

distances [RGLE16]. distinction [SVS18, WHH+17]. distinctions [Men18]. distinguish [Ley18]. Distinguishing [LY16b]. distortion [ADS16b]. distributed [ILP13, OROMAA16]. Distribution [Cam10, Shi11, ADS16, AdaAM10, BS15a, BBP14, Bou11, DGDG11, Egg10b, Egg11a, wHwH16, KCT+17, LXWC17, Lin11, LM13b, NQ14, OKK14, PYW18, WZ12, WLD+14, WZ19b, YMSQ10, YL10, ZLF+14, ZFY+17, ZZW14, ZZW16, vZ13]. distributions [BCJ+17, Brz15, Glia10, Glia13, RC13b, Sch13b, Sch15c, yTmShL16, cTnHwH17, YR10].

divergence [LLW13]. diversification [ADD17b, ADD18b, ADD18a, CJW10, CSC12, CC12b, HMCL16, Luo12].

Disciplinary
durability [CvLvR11]. **Duration** [HS17]. **Durfee** [Pra10b]. **during** [ADD11b, CZW13, CJY+15, GG14, IPIU13, IJF16, JPZ14, Lee10b, MG14, Man15, NHY+14, Sot10, SK14a, SZAJS14, TBW+12, ULFRU+14, WLY14, WCB+15, WXZ+16, YK14, ZLN+13]. **dusk** [Etz13a]. **Dutch** [HM15a, Fra14, HM15b, vLvWW16]. **dye** [WLR+14, ZZP+14a]. **dye-sensitized** [WLR+14, ZZP+14a]. **Dynamic** [BZ17, KCK14, LG15, WLN+14, dSAEE15, AHP17, CLHH10, FFR+17, Hsi11, HC16b, KJW+17, Ley13b, LRY18, PTMT11, RC13b, SH15a, SvLVA19, SWH14a, SWH14b, SG16, WCL14, YPK13, ZG12a, ZGY16, ZLL+17, ZG12b, ZZW19, ZWL+18, Zn16]. dynamically [BYY18]. **Dynamics** [RPGM10, AHUR11, ´ARS17, BGSvdB11, BvdB14, Cam12, DC14, FKM+15, FR11, HMK+12, HKWC15, KLM16, Kli16, KPSL12, Lam12, LMM15, LK17, LWIB16, LAHH15, LG16, LGD17, MT13b, MD18, RHGD16, Sch17b, SHK14, TS11a, VL14, WT14, YB14, ZG13b].

**E-commerce** [YLL15a, CYH13, Tsa15]. **e-government** [KMP+11b, ZZC18]. **E-learning** [THFBDMA18, CL11]. **e-mail** [SRW18]. **e-research** [JDLIV14]. each [CR14, OM11]. earlier [LS17b, vL12]. **Early** [HFileNotFoundException, The18e]. **Earth** [Mik10, JS15, NHHY+14]. **earthquake** [Hol13a, LZH+12, LZH+13]. **earthworm** [XZZ15]. **ease** [Arb11, Har16a, Har16c]. **East** [GNS+15, KH13, Moe16b, TA11, WCK+12]. **Eastern** [LGR17, SZAJS14, Cav16, GVS17, KBL15, Paj15, TA14b]. eating [GWBSVWB13]. **Ebola** [Oli15a]. **Ecodesign** [LJJ+16]. ecological [CBWJ18, NTM+18, PNS+10, PPI17, XM13]. **ecologists** [Med18, PML+17, RRL16]. ecology [ASPF+16, BF17, Fox17, JKLJ14, Leb12, LBL13, Med18, PLA10, PAL13, PS10, PB12, dCdSNB15]. **ecometric** [KG16]. **Economic** [Gan12, vB13, ACFL11, BB10, HT10, HUD17, ILP13, ILBG14, KZ13, KKBW17, KKT+18, LRC19, Lee10a, LLCL11, LKW+16, MAHHS10, NA18, OM14, PR15, SY16b, SX16, TB19]. Economical [MC15]. **Economics** [BMTA15, GRSS16, HM15a, HM15b, Hen18, LT10a, McC14, ZWW+18, ACRC17, BS15c, CGZ10, CKT17, CÔT16b, Etz13b, FM16, GRSSFV12a, GW17, GZJ+15, HM15c, Kor19, Kos18b, KG16, KO18, KRR14, KKE13, MU17, Mix18, NvLvR10, ÖS17, Osw10, PRRC15, PPI17, SND19, SL14, Var11, ZL18b, ZZZ19, ZYT+16, BOS14, CMT18]. **economies** [AATBPAB15a, CP14, KTT11, PN15, Sch14c, Sko14, WG12, WF17, ZP15]. **Economists** [WP18, BD10a, CMUDf15, Fra14, GVS17, HM15c, Kor18, Pra10a]. economy [CZ18, Etz13b, KG16, LZ14, NP11, NT17, dARD+17]. **ecosystem** [LK17, LH14, ZG17a]. Ecosystems [Ioa06]. ecstasy [GGG16b]. Edge [Fac19, Fie15a, KGY+17, MBSB17]. Edinburgh [KCP12]. Edited [OE15, TSRGCV14]. Edition [BD10b]. Editor [BI18a, BD10b, Egg10e, GRSSFV15, GRSSFV16b, Pra16b, Pra17a, Pra18c, SGSS17, Sch10b, THB18, BBSS16c, Bor15b, Glä14, Lor10, Pra11c, Ric17].
MB13, MLT+14, Moe16b, SYP10, SKY17. emergency [FCFG17].

Emergent [CR18, CNPG17, Kli16, LRA14, MGMW14, SHR+10]. Emerging [BSZ15, GAPP18, HYC18, JYW11, STCRCPA18, TZ15, US10, AUS12, AATBPAB15a, ALYZ15, AJCACRdMA16, APYS13, AYS13, ÁRM13, BGM17, BRS+16, CMRC15, CLMN19, Cha19a, CWL10, CRMPS18, CS11b, CDCK13, ÊMS+13, GT12, GALR16, GWB11, HSPY15, IMSK14, JKJL14, Kha13a, Kha13b, KW15, KC15, KdBBK15, KK17, LQW17, MCvFP16, OHT10, PN15, RNM18, SBSR19, SJ10, SD13, SÐ16, SÄV18, SG16, WP17, WG12, WF17, ZZPG14, ZRL18, ZG11, ZLLD19, HZL+17]. EMF [ARK+15].


E evaluations [Eto13, BD10b, BG18]. Evaluative [Pen19, BH17a]. evaluators [CFP14, RGLE16]. evaluees [RGLE16]. Even [JL18a]. Event [GGG +12, Ort18, Ano15]. events [BFM +14, JK10a]. ever [ADD10, GVS17]. ever-increasing [GVS17]. Evidence [MT15, WOW10, ADS17a, ADS17b, AAB +13, AZSA14, AZSA16, BHA15, BCT19, BGAAM15, BM11, Brz15, CSC13, CRMdMA15, CK14, CB11, DRMMC19, DRS14, FWFM18, FDVZ16, GRBBS17, GP18a, HV18a, HWLL14, IS16, JC12, qNShPL17, KGG15, KEP +18, LX16a, LCZ17, LJ10, LG15, LSR13, MM18, MM19, PNS +10, Rha17, SL14, Soo14a, SK12, SC13, TK16, VG17, Wad16, Wad17, Wad18, Wal16, WHL +15, Wra16a, Wra16b, YG18, YGW +15, ZG17b, ZW17a, ZLH +16, Zin16, ZXT +19, ABDFB19, BAI18, MR15, MZ14, MS13, PIB18, PL17, SZZC17, TKA17, WRV14]. evidenced [Hur17]. evidences [AMK13, ZG13b, d JC15, GYZ15, ZG17a]. evidential [LdZwC +17, dZLwC +15]. Evolution [BSKB17, CHL15, FM17, HEH18, Hu11, IP1U13, KTLD16, TA17, YLJ +17, BS17, BKG16, CV15, CVC +15, CZV10, CAGL15, CW17, CU16, CB16, Coc18, CZ18, DVMS17, FMP17b, Fox17, FM11c, Geo17, GHA +16, GZH +15, HD17, Hou17, wH15, HZQ +17, KMI5a, KLCS14, Ley13b, Li15, LL15, LQW17, LHM +11, Lja16, LG15, LX15, LYLD15, LRA14, LLW13, Ma12, MKHB16, MAGSTRC15, Oil15b, OMLC14, QQZD18, RBBG18, SdJDD19, SFBS17, SB15, SIR +14, SJ19, SHK14, SZ18, SYLC17, TM12, TTC17, UCH19, WCL14, WSH16, WLH +17, XBD +18, Yoo15, ZGY16, ZLL +17, ZY19, ZYZZ +11, ZGL +17, vdPR18]. Evolutionary [AHUR11, ÁRM13, BF M+14, HKWC15, Li17, RSGFV14, ZLYF14, ZYS14, BSPL19, BS19, Ch17a, CH13b, Coc18, HY19, LZC17, LABL13, LJ +16, NRAW17, ZCZ +16, ZZ +16, ZZP +14b]. evolutions [RPP18]. Evolving [AP16, BMM17, CBF13, Pri16a, CF14, Fan15b, SH15a, TCR10, YK11, ZYS16, ZB12]. ex [CA19]. ex-post [CA19]. exact [BB17a, YGD17]. examination [Bre10, FK16, Niu17, Oil15b, PW17, TA14b, YWS18, ZY15]. examine [CS11a, CL11, CLW +19]. Examiner [ACT18, BN14, Wad18, YK14, YK15]. examining [Bre13, PJY17]. Examiners [Bre13, Cha18c, HW10, KK19, SvLVA19, WZCC19, WZ19a, CRMPRS18, DFS14, Lia11]. example [BB15, GRSFV14a, Koli12, PB12]. examples [Hei13, Mus12, Whi15]. Excellence [MUSH16, MKHBI5a, BPGGdMA12, BR11, BCCH17, BWDMA17, DTM +13, DH13b, DM10, EGUB12, HIC12, MKHB13a, MKHB13b, MKHB15b, TW18, YGD17, Bor16]. exchange [CYK +11, GD16]. exchanges [BPHL16]. execution [CIL +16]. exegesis [Pra12d]. exemplars [MLT +15]. Exemplary [Kra10]. exercise [AD16, BD16a, MWH14, BGJ +16]. Exercises
CLD13, ADS10b, ADD11b, ADD11a, ACD13, ADD14a, SBT18. Exergy
Pra11a, NPP +12, Pra12d. exhaustive [HIG +17]. exist [HTHB11].
existing [AAV13, PLG19]. expand [GTC16, RCN +14]. Expanded
FLH14, Ho13b, HI14, LLG14, TFH14, IFH15, WF18, FH16, MH16a.
expansion [GZG16, GZGAC17, dWZD14]. expectancy [BL13].
expectations [PD10]. Expected [Pra19b, BG18, Pra12d, RNB19].

Expenditures [DR10a, PS13]. expensive [Hal14]. experience
Bou14a, HJL18, HIC12, VPM16. Experiences
ZCK16, TCB16, kWhHRkS10, KR17a. experiment [Sni16, ZS18].
Experimental [CA12, MBSB17, ZGY16]. Experimenting [Cabl3].
experiments [BL17b, PRS16, JNA18]. expert [BH15, KR17a, ZLW16].
expert-based [KR17a]. expertise [BAB13, Lyk18]. experts
LZB10, LXD13, LdZwC +17, Moe16a. explain [SS10C]. explained
PS16b. Explaining [BCHH17]. explanation [BKRG13, KK13, SM17].
explicit [Har13a]. Explicitly [Hsi11]. exploitation [CC13]. exploiting
CGKB18, QA19. Exploration [Bel13, Hou17, Rai19, ACF +17, CFG +14, JDG14, NvLvR10, PR14, WBX18, XYHD18, YS13]. explorative [LPMK17].
Exploratory [DGF17, KD18, MDFGAM14, XDB +19]. Explore
[CSC14, Che11, CIC12b, CyPP12, CU16, LLC +17, Li15, QZZ17, UCH19].
explored [PKL +16]. Exploring
Cha14, lCe-TmWH15, CAGL15, CST11, FD14, GGW +13, HLL14, HSWC13, HCLC14, KJW +17, KVC15, LP12, LS17a, LQW17, LC18, LSE +18, ML16a, MVS10, Moo15, MKF14, SND19, VRF12, XCS +16, ZNB +17, dSTL18, BTNS14, CYH13, GLUGML16, ILB13, JCK11, LML11, LAHH15, dNMVQL16, Pin15, Saa10, SMT15, WF17, CLMN19, MDG10, RGCM14]. exponent [cThhwH17]. exponential [AdAdAM10]. exportation [Rod17].
Expression [Gla18, ISR11]. extended [KS18, PKL +16]. Extending
LAW14, Sko14, HWQ +18]. extension [BM15, ISR11]. extensions
GQAM19, Lee10a, RAA18]. extent [ADD17b, SL14]. external
Bre13, BN14, CFG +14, CLJH12, CHC13, MGB16, SPdSM16]. Extracting
Cabl4, FMP17a, YLH18]. extraction [NJM18, VBG +17, XLZ +18].
extraneous [Ora17]. extreme [Bue15, Mag14a]. eyes [dSM17].

F [Par14c, Pen19]. F1000 [MT13a]. fabric [TW16]. Facebook
LdSdFFNM17. faceted [DLMX15, PPM +17]. facets [NSC13]. facilitate
WFH +16]. Facilitating [LP18b]. facilitators [CDCK13]. facilities
Hal13, Hal14, SSN19]. facilitymetrics [Hal13]. facing [BGS18]. fact
AM18]. Factor
AMT16, KCP11, ADD10, ABMSSP16, ASPF +16, AA16, BL10, Ben12, BM12a, Bro13, BCZ12, CCM +11, DDGDG13, Egg10b, Egg11a, Har12, wHwH16, Ing12, Jac12, Ley12, LBA19, MRS +16, APFR +13, Ora17, PKR15, PA12, PMN16, Rou12b, Saf13, VEJC +18b, Van12, VSS12, XLR15, YWS18, YLSW16, YYL10, Yur18a, Zit11, Zit12, BND11, EMH +10, GAVZAB12, KM17a, KR17a, Vin12a].
Factors [ACFL11, ACMP13, CGC18, GNHT18, MOA16a, PR15, SFR +19,
facts [GM13]. faculties [BDE11]. Faculty

[OCJB15, SRF16, ADRI4b, ALH15, CSO17, CR18, FLB11, Kaz15, MCL13, OBG11, SIS17, SDS19, The18c, WM19, ZYS16]. fails [YWG14].

families [BDE11]. Family

[OCJB15, SRF16, ADR14b, ALH15, CSO17, CR18, FLB11, Kaz15, MCL13, OBG11, SIS17, SDS19, The18c, WM19, ZYS16]. fails [YWG14].

fads [YWG14].

fails [Mue18].

failure [ABL17].

Fairly [LF12a].

Fake [AM18, LL13a].

fall [HH17a].

fallen [Pan14].

falling [¨OS17, RY14].

false [Pen19, Pra14a].

Fame [CMT19, MRLW15].

families [DMM17, Mar11, NF13].

family [CIK18, HLSC18, LL12, NSKO15].

Fang [PT17].

far [BWD12, JKMS17, SS16].

Farewell [Gar14].

farm [KKBW17].

farming [AATBPAB15b, dSNV18].

fast [WRV14].

fate [CGG17].

FDH [GRSS16].

feasibility [MVS10].

Feature [LTGH15, GZGAC16, GZGAC17, SH19].

featured [WLM15].

Features [PT17, FA10, GY15, LT10b, TMLB16, WYY11, ZG17a].

fecundity [HB18b].

federal [CLO18].

feedback [MR15].

feelings [DLM15].

fees [CFG14].

fellows [ZTP18a, ZTP18b].

fellowships [RGdCMM17].

Female [LM11, BL11b, CVC15, DH13a, Keg15, MB10b, SMF18].

fences [Mix18].

Fermilab [PRS816].

Few [KCU19, CB18, FR11, LLH19].

fidelity [Car16].

Field [ACP12, Bor18, HB18a, HL18, TSMTDLCH11, ADV11, ADD17b, ACM13, AC15, AF17, uARA19, AL12, AW11, AA16, BH10, BK10, BFS17, BK15, BM13a, BM13b, BAC13, BTL19, BM11, BNV11, CW10, CH16, FRdA16, FM12, FR11, FI16, GZ14, GLM11, HH15a, Ho14, HH15c, HCD13, HCI14b, HCLC14, hHC15, HH18, JY11, JKJL14, JOGCI17, KY17, KB11b, KJ13, KJ14, LZB10, Leb12, LC18, LHM11, LW12, LX15, LJJ11, Lyk18, MLC14, ML16b, MLT14, ML10, MÁ18, ML16b, PNVC18, PP17, QQ27, RBP17, RPM10, RBG18, SZZC18, SHK14, Tei11, T018, The18d, The19, TBMM18, VEJC18, VEJC18, WvV11, WKhHS19, XDB19, ZYW11, ZG17a, ZG17c, ZWW18, ZT18, ZSC18, Zha10, ZSI1, ZL17].

Field- [HB18a].

field-normalized [BTL19, WvV11].

field-standardized [ADV11].

fields [ARK15, AK12, ACORC11, AH11, BCML19, BABB13, BBDS14, BBS16, BD12b, CSS16, Ch18b, Coc18, CRLMRPA10, DLL17, DGGD13, DGGDS15, GRSFV12b, GAL16, GGG16a, GF11, Han11, HG17, HCS15, ILGZ14, JN15, JKL18, Jy10, JK11, JK10b, KM15a, KLP17, KCU19, KR17b, Lor14, NH14, OHT10, APFR13, PRR16, PSY19, RGC14, RD14, The17a, The18d, Var11, VT10, VLV14, WNS13, WP17, YS14, Yur18a, Zit15, dPdCAdMC16].

Fifteen [KGB18].

fifty [MGT14].

file [Pau10].

file-drawer [Pau10].

files [CC16].

filings [Hei19].

Filling [TSRGG17].

film [HWLL14, YCK11].

filter [YSY13].

Finance [Avk13, CdMCdMddP17, MZ14, VT10, FUR10].

financial [Dem18, HR11, HC15c, HC17, KM17b].

financing [CFM15].
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GRSFV14a, TYWZ12, WL14]. **Humanities**

[EOS12, HH15c, Lin10, OE14, VE14, BDF+17, Cha13, hCcTmWH15, CRMdMA15, GSE+18, Ham14, HYYL12, HLY14, KEP+18, LL15, Lin18, LHX+18, MLC14, MRGT13, ML16b, Pol16a, RG12, SL12a, Siv16b, SMY15, TCC17, VO17, Wb15, Wra16a, Wra16b, YQX10]. **Hungarian**

[PV15, SND19, SK11]. Hungary [SK12]. hurdle [BBCP14]. Hybrid

[pGDTP12, LGD11, Abb13, BM13a, BM13b, CLL+17, CFM15, GT17, HZQ+17, Jun12, LQB10, LGD12, MBSB17, Mou16, SE18, SDP+19, TSG13, TG18b, ZZP+14a, ZYX+14, Zit15]. hydrates [SHS15]. hydrogen [MnaeR+15]. hype [CV15, Jun12]. hype-type [CV15]. hypergraph [TCR10]. hypothesis

[BMR12, EG18, Sch15a, Wu18, LBGBMA10].
HZL+17, IH14, IFH15, KB11b, MWDC12, MH16a, MPS+18, SKM15, SJOC18, TFIH14, TYWZ12, ZKC+16, ZGJ18, Abt12, uARA19, AvLS14, ACHVH10, Ask18, AA10, AA16, AMI18, BL10, BIL15, BI18a, BK11, BBSS16c, BLA16, BB16, BBL17a, BBL17b, BT18b, BT18c, BSMD11, Bur12, Cab13, CP12a, CG14, CF18, DCM16, DCS12, Don17, DGDG11, DW18, Egg10d, Egg11b, Egg11c, Egg11e, Egg13a, Egg13b, ER19, FMPP10, FM11b, FGMM12, FMM13a, FMM13b, FMM14, Gal11, GP13, GBB15, GQAM19, Glä10, GTC16, HAA14, HSW10, Hir05, Hir10, Hir19a, HK12, Jac12, KP16, KB12, KCP11, Laz10, LF12a, MHLGHV14, MJHG13, MT13b, ME19, MKHB15a, MKHB15b, NASR11, OBG12, PD10, PDAN19, PPM+17, Pra10b, Pra10a. 

index [Pra10e, Pra16b, Pra17a, Que10, Que11, RAA18, RZ12, Ran09, RG12, Ron12a, Rya16, Saa10, SOBM16, Sah16, SAPR18, San12b, San12c, Sch12b, ST14a, Sch15b, SS14, SL12a, Ste19, TH19, Tod11, TSMTDLC11, TSRGCCJC14, Tur16, VB12, Vin10b, kWhHrk10, XGY+16, YAC10, ZYZ14, ZLF+14, ZP16, dS18, dSD18b, dSD18c, vdBBdK16, CG15a, BBSS16a, BH16c, CSO17, FLH14, HB15, Ho14, HH15c, HWQ+18, Lv110, LLG14, LL12, MeC18, MSB18, PDAN19, SLG10, Sot10, SDD14b, Ye14, YI11, AAH10, BT17, BT18a, LLX+18, MH16a, Tom17]. 

[BI10a, CR14, IWK18, JZL16, MMA18, ZLH+16]. 

indexes [AD13, ADV13, AC13, CFSSP16, CRBRC+18, DGDG11, Fed13, GGP14, TA14a, BI10b]. 

[BI10a, CR14, IWK18, JZL16, MMA18, ZLH+16]. 

indices [AD13, ADV13, AC13, CFSSP16, CRBRC+18, DGDG11, Fed13, GGP14, TA14a, BI10b]. 

[BI10a, CR14, IWK18, JZL16, MMA18, ZLH+16]. 

India [BBSS16b, AG13, Bas13, BBSS16a, BBSS16c, BSB12, BSK15, BKSS15, CO10, KGNB11, KG10a, KM15b, KM15c, KM15d, KG15, MR10, MH15, MH16b, MM14b, NPP+12, Pan14, Pra16b, Pra17c, RASP13, SR15, SUP15]. 

Indian [BMM14, Bas13, EKR19, GK14, GGG+12, GV11, KM18c, LR12b, MR10, SLG10, SJ19]. 

[MPF18]. 

[APLHF18, Sol06, CNPG18, CC11b, DQ11, Doc12, FMPP10, FMM14, I14a, Kis11a, Kis11b, KB13, LML11, LPL14, LBA19, LbG16, MWDC12, Moe16a, MKHB13b, PLWS14, Pra19e, Sch15c, SPdSM16, VG11a, VG11b, Vin10b, VWvE11, VWEvL+11b, ZQH+17, APPF18, XLR15]. 

Indicators [AOFU10, BvdB14, FCWH11, Vin10a, AAB+13, AYES16, ACC+16, Ano16c, AAV13, BVZV16, Bas14, BFHS18, BR11, BBL17b, BW10, BG17, BT19, CG18a, CRZGVQMA15, CWH11, De16b, DCM16, DMM17, DNM11, Egg14b, EHK12, Fan15a, dCPF14, FE16a, FE16b, Fra10, FH13, GSM+16, GSTD11, GM13, GALR16, GdA14, GWB11, GHvdB12, HL15, HRC12, JZ+10, Kar12, KP12b, Kos16b, KBZS15, LVSL18, LO12, LWB16, LLP16, LLP+16, MS18a, MR10, MR13, M16, MG14M, MdFdA+14, Mue16, MKP16, NTM+18, NF13, OMR14, Pol16b, Pra12b, Pra13, Pra14a, Pra18c, Pra19c, RC13a, RM10, RCCTS19, RPNC13, SG10, Sch13a, Sug11, SN10, The16, The17a, The19, TW18, Vin12a, WM19, VWEvL+11a, VWvE13, WC18, WSL14, Wil15, WFI+16, WF17, YWL16, dAG13, dOM16, vR12, Ano10, Har15b]. 

Indicators [LHG16a, Moo15, ZWW+18, Pra17a]. 

indicators/approaches [WC18]. 

indices [Abb11, AAH10, ACHVH10, Ask18, Bal12, Egg11c, Egg13c, EMH+10, Glä12, ILB11, KKBW17, Koz15, LZGQ13, MP19, MKP16].
Pra11b, Pra14b, TABA16, Tod11, Van10, WWC19, WOW10, WZ17, YWL16, ZWZ+19, Zyc10, ddMS15]. **indifference** [AM18]. **indigenous** [LM15, WY12]. **indirect** [Egg11e, Egg11f, FE14, FE16a, FE16b, JH16, VB12]. **Individual** [Oze12b, ADD17b, BBCP14, BM14b, Bur14, CHY16, CvLB10, CvLvR11, FGMM12, Fuk14, GHT16, GSKM17, HAA14, Hir05, Hir10, Hir19a, HS16b, MBA13, PRRC15, RC13a, RCN+14, Ry16a, San12a, San12d, San13, SSS+11, TH19, Wal16, WJD15, ZS17, ddMS15, BC13b]. **individual-level** [Wal16]. **individuals** [GHA+16, HSWC13, WXW+13]. **Indonesian** [WAT16]. **Industrial** [Tom18, FK16, KLC14, Kon12, KFKS15, LLHN17, ZWW+15]. **industrial-organizational** [FK16]. **industrial/organizational** [KFKS15]. **industrialised** [SS10c]. **industries** [Cha14, HSWC13, KCP12, KL17, WF17, Wu14]. **Industry** [HYC15, ZyZZ+11, ADS12, AJCAC RdMA16, CSC12, CHC13, CSC13, CCK10, CK14, Cha14, DMM13, FYC15, FLZ17, GGG14, GSPLVG+18, HWLL14, IL14b, JCCC13, LZZ+12, LZZ+13, LPL14, LJ0, LLW13, OMA15, RFEdilM10, SR16, Sha12, SN10, TM12, TYYW16, VRF12, WLN+14, WHLP16, WA18a, WS13a, WF17, ZL18a, ZZP+14a, ZW17a, ZLLD19, ZLH+15]. **Industry-academia** [HYC15]. **inefficiencies** [PS16a]. **Inefficiency** [ADD14a]. **Inequality** [GHS18, Kor19, LXWC17, Pra17b, ZM16]. **inertia** [WHZ14]. **infectious** [KM11, TZ15]. **infer** [Mou15a]. **inferring** [HRB+13, HRB+14]. **inflation** [DWGL16, dSD18a]. **Influence** [AJSN18, Cha16, FMMDA15, IL14a, ILGZ+14, KY16, MC10, MinsS+19, TBB+16, YY14, Avk13, BPGGdMA12, BGAAM15, BJB16, CD17, CFG+14, CM18, CB11, DNAH15, Egg11b, FYC15, GFC18, GSM+16, GTAG18, GBMA14, HWLL14, ILP13, KJW+17, LWW17, LXWC17, OPGW+13, PW13, Per18, PRA16a, Pra19c, RW11, SP14, SND19, Sch13a, SLISC17, SK18, SZCC19, TM12, Th18d, The19, WTMG15, WZCC19, WW11, ZW17a, ZW14, ZZLS19, vWWh14]. **influenced** [CNPG17]. **Influences** [ZZZ+14, CLLL15, CC12b, KGSS16, ZT18]. **influencing** [BK10, BKSS15, BMRI2, CGC18, DX17, ES16a, GNHT18, MOA16a, VEJC+18a, VHGC+15, WYAY12]. **Influential** [HBS+19, GRSFV12a, GRSFV+12b, RH18, SKM15, TBMM18]. **influenza** [TZ15]. **Info** [JAAA18]. **infomap** [VYL17]. **inform** [CRBRG+18]. **informatics** [BCML19, JK10a]. **Information** [ABMSSP16, Ano15, Ano18a, Ard12, CXpHz15, Gläu, GAPP18, hUHL19, KW15, LHC16, ML13, NJM18, PEPF13, PB17b, RPK17, YSM+19, ZSY+13, AF15a, AF15b, AW10, ASW18, Bai18, BH16b, BG12, BKR13, BS16, Bue15, CFM18, CHL15, Cha18c, CYT+12, CRF+12, CST11, Das16, DXY+18, Dor17, Fia11, FMP17b, GP15, GRSFV+13, GKK15, Gläi15, GTGABG15, GWA14, GWG17, HD17, HG17, HYC18, HC15b, HHHZ11, HHD13, HC12, KZSZ19, KHS+15, Kha13a, Kha13b, KZC16, KWS17, KW17, KGG15, LL16, LY16a, LT16, LPL14, LC18, Lin12, LD16, LWM+15, LLW+16, LTK+19, LJMF15, MP15, MBA13, MS15a,
information [SFNO12, Soo19, SMM15, SB19, SN10, tScL13, The17c, yT11, yT15, yTmShL16, TT13, VDV16, WW15, WYvE11, Whi10, Wol15, XGY16, YDZ10, YL12, Ye14, ZLY14, Zha10, Zhe19, dZLwC15, ZYS16, dSF13, CWH11, RFK18]. information-seeking [BKRG13]. informational [EO14]. informative [GMSZ18]. informatization [ZY19]. informed [AD11a, BD16a, BGJ16, LD16, MCR12, RSGFV18]. Informetrics [Ano15, KÖG12, KG13, RM18, SSAG16, AER14, BI10a, CP14, GLM11, KP12a, Wol15, ZRY+12, GGH+14, LLRG10, OING12, Pen19]. informing [TKA17]. infrastructure [KM11, LRA14, SK14c, WK15]. infrastructures [JDLIV14, MT15]. infringement [Jam17, PYK12]. inherited [AF18]. inhibiting [MH13]. Inhibitors [WT14, CWJC14]. initial [BD10b, FRdA16]. Initiative [Bor16, MSH16]. inlinking [Hol10]. inner [CGPT15]. Inno [CC12a]. Innovating [URU10a]. Innovation [JCC13, Koz15, UmDSv12, dSFSF15, Ahr17, APPF18, APLHF18, Ano16b, Ano17d, AMMT16, ÁRMI13, BD12a, BS19, CSC12, CHC13, CLKS11, CyPP12, CP14, CL17b, CKB+14, DLL+16a, DMM13, De 16a, FLZ17, FWFM18, FuK16, GRBBS17, GL15, GWS15, GP18a, GZ14b, KZSZ19, KP12a, KVC15, KPY16, LeC12, LPMK17, LAHH15, LJ10, LJC+15, LYLD15, LHNY17, MvdH13, MDDD17, MCCU16, MT15, PM18, RVFEdM10, RS12, RP17a, RBBG18, SLK12, SiL13, SN10, SG16, TLS14, TVA17, TP11, WhCL10, WLY14, WZ19a, Wu14, WHZ14, YKCK13, Yoo15, YLJ+17, ZZP+14a, ZQP+17, ZG17a, ZT18, ZG13c, ZB12]. innovation-related [LPMK17]. innovations [BMZ+17, HMK+12, WY12]. innovative [CP12b, HR15, JC11, LL13b, MvdH13, TW18]. inophyllum [GVGSEPRC15]. Input [PSB+17, ADS10b, KHK13, Pra18e]. Input-output [PSB+17, KHKK13, Pra18e]. insight [MM14c, RGTS1CH14, SZ12, WHC+13]. insights [AMMT16, Bou14a, FuK16, HH10, HZL+17, KHH18, MKYM+17, SWH14a, SWH14b, YCP17]. Insp ecting [HLSC18]. inspiration [CPV14]. inspired [Sch15c, aSS17]. instant [ZC14]. instead [BL18, LNMQ15, RTP17]. institute [Kon12, PLJ18, SWH14a, SWH14b, CWH11, GG13, TA15]. Institutes [ABL17, GG14, KM15d, KZ13]. Institution [GY12, HYYR14, TSMTDLCH11, WL18, BKSS15, CMdT14, CXpHz15, DD18, GLD16, HSL+14, PKSKG12, SSS+11, WLD+14]. institution-specific [CXpHz15]. institution-topic [WLD+14]. Institutional [SY16a, ADR13, Ban18, BHS14, BGBS18, BL15, BG18, BCC+17, CGC18, CHY16, Doc12, DC15a, DC17, Fan15a, GTD14, GW15b, HL17, Kos16a, Kra13, LJC+15, MOO17, OROMAA16, PY19, RCCM14, SIS17, SRW18, SZ15, TABA16, TV16, TSRG17, YZB18, You14]. institutional-level [BHS14]. Institutionalization [MT12b]. institutions [ADV13, ALYZ15, Bor14, BL15, BWdMA17, CH13a, CXpHz15,
CRZGVdMA16, DB19, Fan15a, FFL16, FMM13b, GJ11, GHA+16, JKS15, KMS16, KM18c, LSCK12, LAS14, LVHS+15, LLLL18, LLX+18, LOMLPA+17, MsdBC16, NPP+12, PSZ15, QJZ+14, RPGM16, SBB16, SUP15, UBS16, VB12, VAJCC17, WXW+13, WDP11, WLZ+15, dMALIM14. Instituto [STCRPA18], instrumental [EO14, GM12, HS16b, HYS18, ILP11], instrumental [FAA13], instrumentation [LR12a], Instituto [STCRPA18].

CRZGVdMA16, DB19, Fan15a, FFL16, FMM13b, GJ11, GHA+16, JKS15, KMS16, KM18c, LSCK12, LAS14, LVHS+15, LLLL18, LLX+18, LOMLPA+17, MsdBC16, NPP+12, PSZ15, QJZ+14, RPGM16, SBB16, SUP15, UBS16, VB12, VAJCC17, WXW+13, WDP11, WLZ+15, dMALIM14. Instituto [STCRPA18], instrumental [EO14, GM12, HS16b, HYS18, ILP11], instrumental [FAA13], instrumentation [LR12a], Instituto [STCRPA18].
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Islamic [SH15b]. Islamophobia [TG18a]. Israel [BD10a, YGD17]. ISSI [SSAG16]. Issue [PC14, LHG16a, RG18, GS18]. issues [Auo16b, GS15, KMP+11b, McEl18, PB17b, SLGO17, SHR+10, Waa13, YB14]. Istanbul [SSAG16]. Italian [BGJ+16, ACD13, ADR16b, AD16, BGI+16, BKG16, CD14, DRS18, FDVZ16, GE11, GMM16]. Italy [ADV11, ADS17a, ADS17b, AC13, MM18, MM19, MT12a, SB18].

items [Cam17, Chi14, CB19, Egg11b, KKS+17, San12d]. iterative [KKOS19, MM15a]. ITRI [SWH14b, SWH14a]. Ivory [HAL11].

J [GZ18, Par14c]. J. [Egg14a, Zit12]. Jaccardized [ST14a]. JAERI [YIK+10]. Jaime [BI18a]. Japan [FI16, HL17, HWLL14, KT15, Kon12, LW10, LPZ17, PP18, aSTS17, SN10, Won13, YK15]. Japanese [Hos11, HNJ16, IF13, IS16, MN14, Shi11, SK17, YST12, Yosh13]. JASIST [yT11]. JCR [AYS16, DGDG13, GSMT10]. JCR(R) [AYS14]. Jewish [KB13]. JIF [Cam17, YY16]. JIF-Plots [Cam17]. Jing [PT17]. Job [BS15c, COT16b, FLB11, SRF16]. JOD [yT11]. John [Ano12c, Ano14, Ano17a, CXZ19, KL16, Fie15b]. joining [MM16]. Joint [ZYNS18, CL17a, Har16b, XBD+18, XDB+19]. joint-authors [Har16b]. Jorge [dCPF14]. Journal [BI12b, DD18, GNVQdMAG11, Ioa06, JNA18, LL16, RCJ18, RPGM10, The12, TT13, WL18, ZJLG10, ZXT+19, ADD10, AD16, ACP12, B118, B12, BKL15, BWD10, BND11, BWD12, BM12a, Bor12, BH15, BH18b, BM12b, BF17, CWJBT10, CCM+11, Cam11, Cam14, Cav15b, CGK+14, CMO11, CH13, CM18, CRLMLM17, CP16, CIL+16, DLGP16, DAY18, Don17, DX17, Egg14a, EMH+10, EBD15, GFC18, GSTD11, GSOLHO19, GB16, GBMA14, HT11, HHGZ11, Ing12, Jan17, JKSK15, KBK17, Kis11b, KB18, KPR16, Kra19, Laa14, LP18a, Lee15, LS16, Ley12, LBW17, LBW18a, LBA19, LHM+11, LAW14, MWD12, MSYW12, MS18a, MMH+13, MPF18, MCR+12, MP16, MKF14, MD12, NVLR10, APFR+13, PJ+12, PA12, PW13, PV17, Pra10c, Pra12c, RGG16, RM18, RAS15, RPP18, RPT17, Rou12b, SOBM16, SND19].

journal [SvLVA19, Sch14b, SA16, SM17, SI17, SMM15, SL10, TABA16, TA11, yTnL17, ULFRU+14, VEJC+18b, VEJC+18a, VH16, Van12, VT10, VG11b, WM19, kWhHRkS10, WLM15, WZZ17, WHH+18, XLR15, YWZ+17, ZLW16, Zha17, ZGL+17, Zit11, Zit12, vR12, ANZ15, BI12a, BW10, BND11, Bor17, CD16a, Cam12, CC14, CGG+17, EMH+10, hHSL19, Jac12, KM17a, MWD12, Ste17, vL12, CMP19, FUR10, SL14]. journal-based [ZJLG10]. journal-ranking [YWZ+17]. Journals [Glä18, KB11b, LHC16, AZKR13, ANZ15, AR18, ABMRVZ14, ABRVZ15, ABMSSP16, ABSF+19, ASPF+16, AYS14, ATM16, Ase10, AND19, BB10, BI10, BHKP11, Bas10, Bha11, BS15b, BMP+14, BH16c, BVPM11, CWJBT10, CBWJ18, CC11a, Cam17, CHWL12, CVD14, Cha19b, CCL14, Che15, CRR14, CG18a, CP12c, CR14, Dan14, DL16, DWGL16, DGDG13, Dya14, ERW12, FCFG17, FSSPG+15, Fox17, FE14, Fra10, FM11a, FMM15b, Fra17,
FLH14, Fuk17, GCGP10, GRSS16, GRSFV11, GRSFVMB12, GRSFV18, GSF+16, GSM10, GWA14, GBHT16, GB17a, GOPG13, HG10, HK19, HM15c, HP18, HYYL12, HLY14, ILB11, IB15, JZL10, JMM18, KMI17a, KY17, Kim10, KB12, KCP11, Kos18b, Kra10, KKBK12, KR17a, LL16, LPC17, LY16a, LWB18b, LRZ13, LC18, LCFC14, LXL15, Liu16, LXL16, LHG16b. journals [LDG17, Lop10, LA19, MPY+13, ML16b, MCI+11, MZ14, MdNS+19, MHM12b, Oos15, PB17a, PS10, PW13, PHV17, PhD18, PP16, PR15, Pol16b, QL12, RZ12, RCETS19, RWG+15, Rod17, RP17b, RP18, RTP17, SM16a, SP12a, SLGO17, San13, SIR+14, SGK+10, SS10b, Sch10a, Sch13b, SFR+19, SRY15, SE18, xShLY+15, STCPA18, TBW+12, TA14b, The18c, T¨U10, yT11, yTmShL16, VVN16, Vin10b, WP18, WLF15, WF18, WOW13, VAT16, WLZ+15, YWW17, YAC10, YLY14, YWZ+17, ZL18b, ZXLX14, dSdSSB16, Cam18, LV12]. journey [GGW11].

JoVE [XYHD18, JNA18]. JSTOR [McC14]. Judah [EG18].

K-core [XCS+16]. Karenina [MB13]. Karlovcev [Rod16]. Katy [Ley11a]. KCI [KCP11]. KCI-based [KCP11]. Keeling [MHFB17]. Key [GRG12, ZLW19, DLGP16, HLLT14, SDS14a, ZY19, ZY19+11]. key-route [HLLT14]. KeyGraph [CYH13]. KeyGraph-based [CYH13]. Keyword [Ben19, ADM19, BM13a, BM13b, BHH18, CHL15, HWQ+18, HQY+18, KC12, KW15, MM15a, SI17, SL10, VRF12, WNS13, WC18, WP17, XCS+16, XBD+18, YC12, YLL10]. keyword-based [YLL10]. Keywords [ZLH+15, CXpHqZ15, Li18, MAB18, YLH18, ZWHH13]. kids [Har19b]. kill [PLT14]. Kirk [Tom18]. knockdown [BL17b]. know [Ley11a]. Knowledge [ACAGD+17, BHA15, CD18, Fuk16, JvGH10, KNK+19, LGZ+13, Lja16, Moh12, OM11, SLK12, yT15, WZLZ13, AEFP16, Ama18b, AHP17, ARS17, AC12, BCM19, BFGV+18, BMR12, CMRC15, CLLZ15, CU16, CH13b, CRLMRPA10, CRLMRPA17, CKB+14, DT16, DCY+17, EES13, FMP17a, FRPP17, Fin11, FKRIS14, FVVSQM+18, FK17, FK18, Gáll17, GGR11, GG12, GLUGML16, GN17, GZ14a, GP18b, GZ17, HH13, HH15a, HSAK18, HH10, HL13, HLL14, HMK+12, HEH17, Hu11, HFL14, HWLL14, HDW+15, Hur17, IA19, Iwa17, KM12, Lar12, LSC10, LK17, Ley11b, LZ14, LCS+16, LC18, LP10, LSY11, LM13b, LJ+15, LL13b, ML+14, MY16, MGMY+18, MKF14, NMT+18, NP11, Oze12a, Pet18a, PPE14, PSY+19, Rod17, RPGM16, RCCM14, SK16, SdJDD19, SMF18, Sch12a, SZZC18, SSD13, SWH14a, SWH14b, SK13, Szo19, SL10, STCPA18]. knowledge [SX16, SD18, SZ18, SK14c, TLH14, TO18, UCH19, US10, URU10a, URU10b, WPW+14, WDS16, WA18a, WK15, Wu13, WKHS19, WS13b, YG18, YC10, YS13, YKCK13, YC12, YLL10, YYY10, ZS17, ZSC18, ZLN19, ZZ11, ZZW19, ZY15, ZLH+15, ZH17, dsF13, dPdCAdMC+16, vdPR18, Ar12, Har13c]. Knowledge-based [SLK12, LZ14, TLH14]. knowledge-building [ARS17].
Knowledge-transfer [WZLZ13, KM12]. Kong [Liu16, Hor18, LGQ12, LXL15, LXL16, ML18, Pra18a]. Kor [KCP11].

Kor-Factor [KCP11]. Korea [Liu16, Hor18, LYGQ12, LXL15, LXL16, ML18, Pra18a]. Kor-Factor [KCP11]. Korea-based [HP18].

Korean [AhOL14, CK14, CyPP12, Kim10, KP12b, KLL14, KCP11, KM12, Lee10b, LSCK12, Lee12, PY14, PLJ18, Sha12, YPH10, YL12, YYP17].

[CD16a, DLL+16b, ELP11, AEFP16, AL12, ACD14, Ben12, BH16b, CST11, CGSS31, CAS16, DCY+17, EBD15, FFR+17, FFR16, GRBBS17, GZ14a, KLP12, KW15, Kos16a, KJ13, Lee15, LPMK17, LGZ+13, LXL15, Liu16, LXL16, LZCZ18, MH15, ML10, MGGdP17, NG16, Oze12a, PHV17, RPGM10, RPDCRVRP15, RPGM16, RP17b, RPP18, RTP17, SFC15, VT10, WLZ+15, ZAJ19, ZYSS14, DLL+16a, RPK17, SL14].


map-based [HZL+17]. Mapping [AATBPAB15b, ATYLI17, BBJS16, CG11, CF14, CP14, FAI+18, FMP17b, GGR11, GTGABAG15, GJ11, GKV11, HMK+12, HGH17b, KGNB11, KG10a, KS18, KKBW17, Kos16a, KJ13, LYS+17, LKY17, LG16, LMR16, MS18, NH12, NLC17, NA12, Par14b, RAS15, SS10b, SL10, SZ18, SK14c, Tei11, VYL17, WY12, YDZ10, YLL15b, ZZ11, ZL15a, ZB12, dPSS18, BD12b, Boy17b, CIK+18, DC15b, DLMX15, HLSW18, KD18, KMP11a, LGD12, LJJ+16, MLT+15, Moh12, MAGSTRC15, Oli15a, OMCP17, SMF18, SBSU15, Soö11b, SK12, SDEB16, SB19, USPO15, ZLH+15, vEWN10, vEW10, KN15].


Mathematical

[BB15, BSSPG+15, BSSP+15, BD13, BFM+14, KM18c, SIR+14, Zuc10]. mathematicians [DSR14, ZCKZ16]. Mathematics [BL11a, uARA19, AA16, BD12b, Bra12a, GLS16, GQAM19, HG17, LD16, SL12b, ZT14].

Matrices [RR10]. matrix [HH17]. matter [HSBW10, LVS18, Mar11, NG16, TH19, WHZ14]. matters [Har16b, Yu17].
measured [BM14a, GM12, GK18, JZ14, RBC15]. Measurement [Rha17, ASW18, BTL19, ET15, LTG12, Osw10, PPM17, RBC15]. measurements [BM14a, GM12, GK18, JZ14, RBC15]. Measurement [Rha17, ASW18, BTL19, ET15, LTG12, Osw10, PPM17, RBC15].

mechanical [JC12]. Mechanism [PG14a, G´al17, San12a, San12d, ZZW14, ZZW16, ZZFD16]. mechanisms [CFM15, Hos11]. Medal [Ano12c, Ano14, Ano17a, CXZ19, Fie15b, KL16]. Media [AMMT16, CHC17, CD18, CyPP12, CP12c, CV14, ENST16, GW15a, HIG17, HMI19, Kha13a, Kha13b, NTM18, RCCM14, SMM19, VSK18, WLMF15a, WLMF15b, WFG16, ZG13a, ZW17b]. Media-based [AMMT16, Kha13a, Kha13b]. median [Egg10c]. mediating [EMSH16]. Médica [CRLMLM17]. Médica/Archives [CRLMLM17]. Medical [AKB10, CRLMLM17, ESB15, GWBSVWB13, Soo10a, ZGCRVQ18, BCM19, CdJD15, CMM17, ES18, FJ11, FI16, HE16, KM15b, KM15c, KM15d, KDFL14, KGB18, LJ10, MdNS19, Pau10, PDAN19, PKSG12, RWG15, SMAAB11, SFR19, TKA17, VVN16, VNA16, YWW17, ZG13a, LCS16].


[CWL10], nanotubes [EGUB12]. Narin [Pra19c]. NASA [GG13, TA15].
ÁRS17, BLdCV17, BCI3a, BHL+10, CGC18, Cha17a, CBF13, CF14, CdJD15, CRFM+12, CK14, CIK+18, CQB16, CKB+14, CR18, FB10, FK17, FK18, FSO11, GLS16, GA18, GAE15, GTGABAG15, GF11, GSPLVG+18, HSL+14, HD17, HWL11, HSK18, HRC12, Hur17, ILB11, JvGH10, JBC19, KLM16, KLP17, Keg15, KD19, KJES16, KKK+14, KdBBK15, KGG15, KJ14, KR17b, LMM15, LGL10, LGPC18, Ley11b, LWB18a, LHCH18, LLLL18, Lia11, LXDL13, LGD12, LJMF15, MY16, Med18, OZK11, Ort11, PYL16, PROGMA10, Pra19b, QDY14, QA18, RPP18, RF19, RBC+10, SMF18, SP12b, SSN19, SJ19, SD18, THAL15, TK10, VuHL10, VAJCC17, WZX11, WCL14, WZW15, WD17, XCS+16, YDJ12, YG18, YK11, ZLYF14, ZZ16, ZZLS19, ZZFD18a. networks [Zin16, dPSS18, vdPR18].


normalize [BH16c]. normalized [ACP12, BYY17, BL18, BY18, BTL19, DGDG13, MZE19, WYvE11, WvE13]. Normalizing [BB16, MM17b, ATYL17, MM17a]. normative [EO14].

norms [Sot10, YB14]. north
[ADR16b, KHK13, Med15, PY19, SL13, ZCKZ16]. Northeast
[KHJ+12, CdSPdM13]. northern [MWH14, LMM15]. Norwegian [KG10b].
Norwegian [ACP12, HS16a, San18]. notation [Cav15a]. Note
[AZSA16, DR10a, HC17, ST14a, Wra18]. notes [LLH19]. notions [DFS14].
novel [FE16a, FE16b, HIG+17, HSAK18, HR18b, JDH12, Li15, Li18, Mag14b,
MMOMLC18b, SH19, SZ12, WOW10, YHL+18, ZZD+18, ZLLD19, ZWL+18].
novelty [GM12, LS19, WRM17]. Novosibirsk [MLVJ12]. NPR [LCFC14].
NRAEs [CLD13]. NSFC [YHL+18]. nuclear
[HYS18, KNK+19, Pri15, Pri16a, Pri16b, YIK+10]. nucleation
[San12a, San12d]. Null [Sch15a, Wu18]. Number
[HBDL18, ACORC11, Bas10, BPVM11, CCM+11, CR14, Egg10d, FM17,
GA18, GMSZ18, HBB18, IBL13, JN11, KKS+17, Lev15, MBR+13, PKR15,
Sch10b, TAA16, ULFRU+14, XGL+19]. numbers
[Abt17, Fan18, LABL13, TC13]. numerical [Ric15]. numerology [Etz13a].
numerous [Sch15a, Wu18]. nurses [BL11b]. nursing [DBO+18, WOW13].
o [CL16]. OA [Ase10, BS15b, SGY15, Zhu17]. Obituary [Ano17b, Cze11].
Object [BC17, CYW+11]. objective [KB10, WM19]. Objectivity
observation [Tod14]. observations [KHR+19]. observatories [SÁV18].
observed [Pra19b]. obsolescence [SMY15, SML16, WZCC19]. Obstacles
[Wad16, Wad17]. obtained [Cam11]. occur [LS17b]. occurrence
[BHH18, LSS15, LSS16, LM16, QDY14, SL10, ZLH+15]. Ocean
[Bel13, SH15c, WTM+16, Vil10]. Oceanography [SP12a]. October [Ano11].
octave [HC15a]. oeuvres [RCN+14]. off [FRPP17]. Office [ACT18, Bel13].
offices [Wad16, Wad17, Wad18]. Offshore [SL17]. often [BH16]. OIC
[KJ14]. oil [FP18, ZLH+15]. OLAP [LJMF15]. old [FMM16, HA17a, MM16].
older [LS16]. OLED [hHC15, HC14b]. Olle [Ano12c]. omitted
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rabies [SR15]. race [BSB12, HJM+13, MT13b]. Radiation [SMM+19, Hal13].

radio [HW10]. Radiology [LV11, GR16, KBAK17].


randomized [KCT+17]. Rank [GNVqDMAG11, PG12, ADD18b, ADD+15, BHA15, BIL15, CB11, Egg11a, PKR15, RGC14, SP12a, Sch14a, SYDW19, W113, YR10, AMFLH15].

rank-order [Egg11a]. ranked [ICC16, KHK13, Pra19e]. Ranking [dSAE15, BVO18, BD10a, Bor14, GRSFV+12b, IB15, KM15d, Laz10, SK15, WZF19, WLZ+15, ZZFD16, AOEU10, ACA+14, Aux13, BIL15, BBSS16a, BBSS16b, BBSS16c, Be17, BSV10, CAAC15, CC11b, DH13b, DV10, Doc11a, Doc12b, Doc12, Doc13, DC14, DC15a, DEC15, DB16, EBD15, FL16, FGP13, GRSS16, GRSFV11, GSTD11, HG10, HM15a, HM15b, JBM11, JS12, JJS+12, KR17a, LB12, Li18, LRS+18, LdZwC+17, LidMAM11, NASR11, OCM+12, PB17a, Pra12b, Pra16b, QRJ+17, RPGM16, SND19, SSG+18, TSMTDCH11, VHH16, VPM16, XLR15, YWZ+17, BG18,
FCCMTRVR18. Rankings
[MHC14, ADS10b, ADV10, ADD11a, ABYO10, BR11, BSFW10, BG17, BD13, hCyL12, CPF13, DCGZ12, DMV10, Fra14, Fre14, GE11, Joh18, KHA17, KKV13, MSD16, Mat12, Moe17, P1e18, PS16b, RGTSLCH14, RGCM14, RTP17, Sa1f13, SM16b, TYYW16, ZZZ14, dMALIM14, vRvLV11].
ranks [ADD11d, ADM14, JX13].
rates [ACP12, DD18, KBAK17, Lee19, LABL13, MA15, RMH14, Sch11b, SL12b, TC13].
rapidly [YK11].
rare [AP16, FR11, JS15].
rate [CLHH10, LVI10, MRS16, Rn18, SBT18, Sch10b].
rater [JOFC17].
rates [ACP12, DD18, KBAK17, Lee19, LABL13, MA15, RMH14, Sch11b, SL12b, TC13].
rather [AL12].
ranking [ILP11, KKS17, LR12a].
ratio [Ber18, LHW16, Pra19c, YZB18, YR10, Yur18a].
ratios [BL17a, MV19, XTZ15].
RC [AAH10].
RC-index [AAH10].
RCN [KM16].
ratere [CS11a, CLHH10, LvI10, MRS16, Rou18, SBT18, Sch11b, SL12b, TC13].
real [Ama15, LABL13, PIB18].
reality [HHA16].
realized [PD10].
really [BSMD11, Cam18, Joh18, Mar11, MS13, Par15, Rig13, Sa1f13].
realm [CRMdMA15].
realms [SM17].
realtime [WWX13].
reasoning [LdZwC15, dZLwC15].
Reasons [HTHB11, PZ17, WBX17, HV18b].
re-examine [CS11a, CLHH10, LvI10, MRS16, Rou18, SBT18, Sch11b, SL12b, TC13].
re-use [PW17].
reach [SL17].
reaction [MHKB16].
Readability [LY16a, HC16a].
reader [AT17, The17a].
readers [KY17, The18b, The18f].
readership [Ask18, HPKS18, SGG14].
readership-based [Ask18].
reading [GBMB10, Har16a, Har16c, OKCP17].
reads [CB19].
ready [HA17a].
real [Ama15, LABL13, PIB18].
realized [PD10].
really [BSMD11, Cam18, Joh18, Mar11, MS13, Par15, Rig13, Sa1f13].
realm [CRMdMA15].
realms [SM17].
realtime [WWX13].
reasoning [LdZwC15, dZLwC15].
Reasons [HTHB11, PZ17, WBX17, HV18b].
Re-assess [HIC12].
Rebuttal [Ho16].
receive [AC13, Fan13b, GRSFV16b, HV18b, SRW18].
received [Egg10d, XGL19].
Receiving [Sha12, WPCG13].
Reception [Dan14, COT15, MHFB17].
recipients [PPK16].
reciprocity [DF14].
reclassifications [WSH16].
Recognition [BRS16, ABGS14, BCT19, BYY18, CMT18, EG18, Li14, SSZ18].
recognized [KHA17, Sot10].
recombine [Ley18].
recommend [YK13].
recommendation [EMSH16, HA19, KCI5, KJW17, ZML19, ZZZ18].
recommendations [DJWS11].
recommender [AI17].
Recommending [GR14].
Reconsidering [DDGBD17].
record [Gau17, SGN15].
records [BC13b, CCM11, DCS12, Jac18].
recruiting [Fox17].
recruitment [ADR16a].
recursive [WYe11].
red [BHL10].
rediscovery [SSZ18].
reduce [KKS17].
reduction [ZZ14].
redundancy [IL14b].
redundant [Cop19].
Redux [Cab18].
REF [Hud16].
referee [BWD10, GRSFV16b].
Reference [BHL18, CFL12, BTNS14, Cab18, CH15, Egg10c, EHK12, GNVQdMAG11, Kral0, LTG12, LFCF14, MH16b, MB14, Rod17, Sch10a, Sch13b, Yur18a, ZSCR18, MHTB17].
reference-based [Sch10a].
Referenced [WB15, Hou17].
References [QL12, AT16, CGV12, CPV14, COS11b, FK17, FK18, HHB18, Jac18, JKJL14, KWW15, KN15, LCS16, Lin11, LH12, MB16a, PYW18, RWG15, Sh14, ULFRU14, WPCG13].
referencing [BHH18, LZR14, YL10].
referential [LPL16, WLC17].
referring [RTP17].
refined [CCL14].
reflect [AT17].
reflected [Bor16, JK10a, MSL11, Mor16, SLG10].
reflecting [MA17, So14b].
Reflection [GY12, Bar11]. Reflections [CF18, FMS17, Bha18, Har19a, Jac12]. reforms [AZSA14, AZSA16].

Refrain [AD16]. refinements [Wad18]. regarding [ABSF+19]. regime [CRLMLM17]. reforms [AZSA14, AZSA16].

Refrain [AD16]. refusals [Wad18]. regarding [ABSF+19]. regime [CRLMLM17]. regimes [Ley13b].

regionalization [SSdOS17]. regions [AZSA14, AZSA16, BPGGdMA12, HGH17b, RY14, ZG17f]. registered [BL11b, vLvWW16]. registering [The18c]. Registers [PT17]. regression [CSC13, CSC14, LRS+18, Par15, QRJ+17, Yos13, YYLW14]. regularity [FM11d, Pra11c].

Rehabilitation [HHA+16, DMB17, MKY+17]. reinforced [YWZ+17]. rejected [BWD10, CGG+17]. rejecting [ZQH+17]. Rejection [Sch11b, Sch10b]. rejections [CGK+14, Oos15]. Rejoinder [dSD18c, LO12]. relate [BSvEK13, LABL13, MR18a]. related [ASPF+16, BGM17, BHM16, CSR+18, CSC12, CC12b, CH12, HLE10, HHH+12, HB17a, HYYL12, HLY14, HW12, KB13, Kos14, LPMK17, Lee19, LTG1H5, NHH+14, Ort17, PHS12, RPM1R9, San13, SGN15, xShLY+15, SCLC15, tScL13, TAB16, WL14, YJ11, ZGY16, ZMX+16, ZLL+17, ZWW+16, PLW+15]. relatedness [ADD17b, Hsi11, JK10b, LLW13, ZGY15, ZG17c]. relating [Hos11].

Relation [CMT18, HN16, Bak17, DKS18, Egg10b, Egg10d, Egg13b, ER19, GL12, HJL18, HBS+19, JN11, KKBW17, MSL11, MP18, Nii17, SRW+15, WZ17, ZG12b, vR12]. Relations [SÁV18, APT13, CY13, Fin11, IL14b, JAAA18, Ley11b, LPL14, LW18b, PCR18, SG17, YSM+19].

Relationships [ERW12, GBMA14, IB13, NA18, dFPYYdCL12, ADS11, BHH13, BSS15, BBL17b, BS15b, BAC13, CS11a, CSC14, EMSS16, Fuk14, GD16, GP18b, GMS1H8, HM18, KA13, KG10b, KM12, LAL15, LHI2, LTK+18, Med15, MDG10, NP11, OMR14, Ort11, Ort16, Pra17a, QZZD18, RP16, RP17b, RP18b, RHGKD16, San12c, TLH12, Tsa11, WQY12, Wol15, YWW17, YST12, ZFF+14, ZSCR+18, dW15].

Relationships [BZB1L16, Cam17, CZPR17, CC10b, Chu14, DRMMC19, HCL14, ILB11, JKS1K5, KPS1L2, OROMAA16, SN10, VTY17, YPH10].

Relative [Dor17, JKJL14, MJC12, RZ12, AvLS14, BLS15, DGWZ13, MV19, Pra19b, SAPR18, SK18, SDSA1a, VGH1b]. Relatives [ADR14b]. relativity [FG15]. released [ZKD11]. relevance [Bel17, GD17, HMI5c, LDVSGDR16, SLGO17, WH10, WHI15]. relevant [BM13a, BM13b, Gá17, LP18b, MOA16b, MNDF16, PKR15, ZPG+14].


Report

[BP11, AP14, BI12a, BI12b, GGG+12, LWB16, LTGH15, ANZ15, CC14]. reporting [CIL+16]. reports [GRSFV16b, GRBBS17, JVM17, MBR+13, SNN19, vdBSS18, hHSIL19, Jac12, Wad16, Wad17]. repositories [AOFU10, CMRC15, CQB16, DCM16, Fan15a, OMLC15, RCCM14].


Rescaling [Sch15b]. Research [ADD11d, Ano16c, Bar17a, BGÖ+13, BS16, CLD13, CHWL12, CYW+11, CLK11, CXZ19, Cop19, DVB14, DVB15, DVMS17, DPF+16, EG16, FWFM18, GW15a, pGSyW+19, Gläß18, HMCL16, HAJ12, HH10, KPS12, KJ14, KR17b, LCL11, Lin12, LHC16, LZC18, MH15, MLV12, Moos14, NA14, O012, dBNOM+19, ONB17, PP18, PM18, PTL+16, PL18, PH14, PKSG12, RASP13, SK18, SDS19, The18a, Tsa11, VPM16, Vin12b, WYH10, WQY12, WLL12, WH16, YCL+13b, YSN17, YSD11, ZLG+15, ZK+16, ZTR18, dZLwC+15, ZD+15, ZCMVS11, Abb11, AJSN18, AR+15, ADS10a, ADS10b, AD10, ACD11, AD11a, AD11b, ADD11a, ADD11c, ADD11b, ADS11, ACD12, AD13, ACD13, AD14, ADD14a, ADD14b, ACD15, AD16, ADD17a, ADD17b, ADD18b, ADD18a, AER+14, ACP12, AA18, AhOL14, AW10, ACS18, AEF16, AKB12, ACRC17].

research [ABMSSP16, ABSF+19, ATCCAA19, AATPBAB15b, AMFL15, AAG14, ABDFB19, ABV+14, AP16, ALYZ15, AC13, AH11, ABL17, ACC+16, Ano16b, AGLNR14, APYS13, AS18b, ASW18, BD16a, BB13, BHA15, BY13, BYR13, BHPvPMR18, BLdCV17, BD+14, BB15, Bas13, BBSS16a, BBSS16b, BBS16c, BMM17, BFS17, BKY+15, BKG16, BPGdMA12, Ben15, BGJ+16, BH16b, BGM17, Bjo19, BMP+14, BPTG10, BS15, BS17, BCH17, BAC13, BGAAM15, BMi14a, Bor15a, BMi16, Bor16, BG18, BS11, Bos10, BDE11, Bou14a, BSK18, BvdB14, BCC+17, BMF+14, BJ16B, BNV11, CFSSP16, CMRC15, Cam12, CV15, CZW13, CRV12, CFL12, CG10, Car16, CVC14, CVC+15, CGC18, CFP14, CHL15, CHC17, CZV10, CWJC14, CJY+15, CXPqZ15, CW17, CLO18, CLLH15, CY13, CG18a, CRMdMA15, CRMRS18, CDK13, CC13]. research [CL17a, CFS18, CDD15, Cle16, CFM15, CB16, Coc18, CFdC+14, CH15, CL16, CL17b, COT16b, CB19, CV14, CIL+16, CZ18, CL13, DSG+15,
DLL⁺16a, DMM13, DFS15, DR10b, DSM11, DNAH15, DLM15, DWGZ13, Doc11a, Doc11b, DC17, DB19, DXL⁺12, DWGL16, DKS18, DCY⁺17, DRS14, DJWS11, ES16a, EBR16, EBK16, EC16, ENST16, ES18, FYC15, FL16, Fan11, FAI⁺18, Fed13, FPS14, FFR16, FRPP17, FdSoI17, FMPP10, FM11d, FGMM12, FMM13b, FSLR10, FZZ⁺11, FCWH11, FH13, FLH14, Fuk14, GGG14, GG14, GCLcG15, GRSFV⁺12b, GRSFV⁺13, GPN14, Gar15, GY12, GD11, GL15, GKK15, GTD14, GBM⁺16, GZ18, GVGSEPRC15, GALL16, GTGABAG15, GB14b, GGG16a, GW10b, GW15b, GMM16, GHA⁺16, GNS⁺15, GR14, GWB11, GKV11, GAGT15, GKS18, GNHT18, HA19, Ham14, Han11, HJL18, Har13a, HHK⁺12, HH13]. research [HHZ14, HTHB11, HM19, Hir05, Hir10, Ho13a, Ho13b, Ho16, HV18b, HRB⁺13, HRR⁺14, HS16b, HN16, HKWC15, HBT16, HTL15, HEH18, HC15b, HC15c, HC17, HSLP14, HZ17, HGH17b, HLSW18, HLW19, HC16b, HSXL14, HC14b, HYYR14, HHC15, HC16c, HH18, Hnn12, HP10, ILB13, IBL13, Ibr18, IF13, ILP11, ILPB13, ILBG14, IL14a, ILGZ⁺14, ISL18, IQT⁺19, IMHG12, IMH13, ISRI11, Iwa17, JG12, JG14, JKJL14, Jar10, JL18a, JCK11, JCI2, JPIZ14, JSZ1613, JDH12, JH16, Jon10, JDIV14, JKS15, KLP12, KGSS16, KGB11, KLPL17, KA13, KG10a, KM15b, KM15c, Kz14, KDFL14, Kaz15, KP16, KVG⁺16, KBT15, KB11a, KZ13, Kha13a, Kha13b, KCU19, KY16, KLL14, KHH18, KKB11, Kos16a, Kos16b, KM11, KS17]. research [KVC15, KK13, KGG15, KJ13, KRR14, KM16, KM18c, Kwi18, KPS12, KM12, KKT⁺18, LP18a, Lam12, Lan13, LKP11, LVG⁺11, LBR19, LAL10a, LLI12, LSCK12, LSK15, LT10a, Lev15, LT10b, LR12b, LYGQ12, LGZ⁺13, Li17, LXWC17, LRY18, LCWY12, Lia11, LHI14, Lja16, LCY14, Lin18, LZH⁺12, LCC12, LF12b, LLGW13, LZH⁺13, LFGL14, LLG14, LGH⁺14, LG15, LX15, LYYL15, LLW⁺16, LG16, LCLX16, LM16, LF17, cSL10, LDdSFFNM17, LDVSGDR16, LNMQR15, Lor14, LL12, LRA14, LJJ⁺16, LLYC14, LMdBG16, LW⁺11, MLY⁺14, ML16a, MLOY18, dNMVL16, MC10, MC13, MR10, MM14a, MOA16a, MWH14, MR15, MBL18, MJIC12, MHFB17, MHTB17, MBT16, MSP⁺15, MR18a, Med15, MCVFP16, MMH⁺12a, MK18, MASM14, MASM16, MCCU16, MLT⁺14, MNdF16, ML13, MM17a, MM17b, MOO17, MTT15, MGB16, MB16b, MS13, Mix18, MAA18, MHC14, MGdP17, MPM18]. research [MV19, MS16b, MCB15, MBA18, MR14, MAGBBM13, MKHB13a, MKHB13b, MKHB13b, MC16, MC17b, Mue16, MT12b, MAGSTR15, Mus12, NSF⁺11, NF12, NHLL17, NBR⁺11, NPP⁺12, NH⁺14, NQ14, NCG⁺19, OCJB15, OHT10, Oli15a, OGRMOP19, OM11, OA10c, Ort16, Osw10, Paj15, Pal15, Pan14, PK14, PW17, PLJ18, PSZ15, PS16a, PSB⁺17, PLBZ18, PW13, PLW⁺15, PR10, PROGMA10, PRRC16, Per18, PRSB16, PR14, PPI17, PL17, PRDG17, PSY⁺19, PP11, Pou12, Pra11c, Pra14c, Pra16b, Pra17c, Pra18d, Pra18e, PB12, QA19, QZZ17, QA18, RG15, RHMH17, RGE16, RM18, RRLNAG15, RGGBV16, Rha17, Rig13, RJ14, Rod16, RN19, RPNC13, RPDCVR15, RPM16, RBBG18, RBC⁺10, RHGKD16, RG18, SR15,
Sah16, SM16a, SA11, SCGZSL+13, SZMS17, SZMS18, SB15, SS10a, SIS17, SHR+10, Sch12a, SM12, SHS15]. research [SLISC17, SYP10, SP12b, SD13, Shi11, aSTS17, SC10, SWHI4a, SWHI4b, Shu17, SV19, SSN19, SUP15, SBSU15, Sin18, Siv16b, SRF16, Smi12, SJOC18, SM14, SY16b, SHL15, SZD16, S10a, SK11, SK12, SÁV18, SS15, SRP13, SZ15, SDEB16, SCLC15, SH15c, SZ18, S10a, SZAJS14, THAL15, TABA16, TFH14, TUCR15, TS11b, TCH15, TA15, TFJD14, TO18, TK16, The17b, TKA17, TBMM18, TP11, Tol12, TH13, Ts15, TCT+13, TE18, TBT19, USP15, UBTS16, UCH19, US10, UMdSV12, VMM15, VNA16, VDV16, VB12, Van14, VSVR15, VHZ+15, VT10, Vin18, VLT14, WS11, WLDW12, Wan13, WLC113, WNS13, WWX13, WCL14, WCB+15, WHL+15, WLF15, WZW15, WXZ+16, Wan16, WM17, WHW+17, WHW+19, WP17, WH12, WDL17, WZH+16, Won19, WJD15, WLZ+15, WLH+17, XZZ15, XCS+16, Xie15, XMM13, XBD+18, YLL15a, YZB18, YWS18, YIK+10]. research [YC10, YPH10, YL12, YCL+13a, YHC15, YLY+14, YZ17, YYP17, YB14, Yu15, YHL+18, YZS14, ZSY14, ZHX10, ZJLG10, ZVC11, ZLT+14, jZhi15, ZXH16, ZFY+17, ZG17b, ZLL+17, ZW17a, ZG17a, Zha10, ZSI11, ZW11, ZW11, ZW14, ZLH+16, ZZW16, Zha18, ZWV+15, ZWV+16, ZM16, ZT14, ZZ15, ZG13c, ZMX14, ZLH+15, ZH17, ZLN+13, ZTC15, ZL17, dSI7a, dSNV18, dMALM14, dPdCAMC+16, vLCCMV13, vR12, vWBS+16, vZ13, vB16, Be13, BH16a, BH16b, MKHB15a, CRLMLM17]. Research-driven [VPM16]. research-group [MKHB13b]. research-orientation [Won19]. research-oriented [CMRC15, FYC15]. Researcher [KKS16, KFB18, WSC16, AML17, BB15, Cab11, Egg11e, Egg11f, Egg13b, GG13, HJL18, JCK11, KA17, LYS+17, LWL17, LNMQR15, APFR+13, RRLNAG15, RJ14, YY14]. ResearcherID [Jac18]. Researchers [dSF13, AAH10, AI17, ACHVH10, AGLNRR14, BHB13, BSVEK13, BLS15, BM14b, BBS17, BHI8b, CGKB18, COS11a, CC11b, CMVP16, DH13a, Dem18, DC19, ES16b, FM12, FSOS12, HAL11, IDKF17, ILP11, JX13, JSZ13, Keg15, KFKS15, Kra17, Lev15, LMI11, LRWS16, LSM+15, LOMLPA+17, MBA13, MBTKA14, Med15, MCL13, OCM+12, PCR18, PPK+16, PDAN19, RGN+14, RGdCM17, RLW14, SFBS17, S10a, The18c, TH19, VG11a, Vi10, WF18, Wil15, YCP17, ZW18a, ZP16, dMS15]. researches [HG17]. ResearchGate [AT17, CB18, Cop19, CB19, Jam17, OMMMTLC17, TK17, YZB18]. Resilience [XM13, QA18]. resolve [PG12]. resource [BGBS18, LWIB16, LLI3b, MRR17, PPI17, SL14]. resource-based [LL13b]. resources [CWH11, DC17, DLMX15, FYC15, KKBW17, LCY14, RJ14, Tom17, nYqS15, YQX10]. respect [Bas14]. Response [BBSS16c, GdA14, HL18, Hir19b, HW12, Sch18b, CG15a, CF18, LLS15]. responses [MSP+15]. responsible [Ben11]. rest [GB14b]. restless [GR16]. restrict [CLD13]. restricted [ZML19]. restrictions [LL16, LP18a]. restructuring [SRGMF15]. resulting [Ano11]. results [Ano16c, Ano17c, Bel17, Doc13, Fan12, Fan13b, GBM+16, GGS17, GGW+13,
HFW+14, ISR11, MC13, MM14c, MKHB15a, MKHB15b, SGN15, VFA10, Van14, VBG+17, WM19. Rete [BHL+10]. Rete-netzwerk-red [BHL+10]. rethink [Shu17, dS17a]. Rethinking [LSL15, Wra10]. retirement [BDE11]. Retracted [CXWW18, ANA18, BIH18, dSD17, dSBC17, AZSA14]. Retraction [AZSA16, He13, HC17, JW18, RV18b]. Retractions [RV18b, WA18b, EKR19, RV18a]. Retrieval [Ano15, Ano18a, AF15a, CFM18, Glä15, KMD+18, KHS+15, LCD+14, MS15a, MS15b, MM15b, OI17, SH19, WHi15, WHl18, Wol15, YSM+19, Zit15, AF15b]. retrieve [MNdF16]. retrospective [CMPD19, CIL+16, SFR+19, ZXT+19]. return [Vel12, Yur18a]. returnee [Sin18]. returnee-PhDs [Sin18]. Returns [CDD15, Sch14c]. reunification [AML17]. Reuters [Har15b, PA12]. reveal [TG18a]. revealed [LZR14, WAT16]. Revealing [OMA15]. Reverse [KKV+13]. Reverse-engineering [KKV+13]. Review [FE14, HAG+16, LHW16, MFF+16, Pen19, ADV10, AD11a, ADD11a, ACD13, AATBPAB15b, AND19, BD16a, BFS17, BK15, BGF+16, BGBS18, BCI+17, Bor12, BJHD12, BH15, BM12b, BF17, CGG+17, CCLL14, Che12, Che18b, Cop18, CZ18, DFS14, Fun11, Fun15b, FZQ17, Fed13, FCCMTVR18, dCPF14, Fox17, FT19, GRSFV17a, GRSFV17b, GGG+11, GPSM18, GdA14, GWA17, Hal13, HLC17, HH19, HS17, JPZ+10, KBA17, KHVGA+16, KC15, KVC15, KPT16, LRY18, LF12b, LTK+19, LLYC14, MPY+13, MPS+18, MKHB13b, NG16, ND16, Ort17, PG14a, PS10, PLBZ18, PTMT11, RMC13, Rha17, Rig13, RCI18, RT17, RBGB18, SRGMF15, SB17, SZD16, SBM17, SS15, SC13, SZ18, TAA16, WvEvL+11a, WLHZ13, WSL14, YLC18, Yu15, ZL18a, ZLL+15, ZZZC16, dZLwC+15, ZDZ+15, Zuc10, dAG13, vdBSS18]. reviewed [BSFCC15, MS18a, Mvt11, VE14]. Reviewer [Bar17b, SA17, BHJD12, DFS14, GRSFVMA14, Ort17, ZZD+18, Zuc10, dM10]. reviewers [ANFF16, Fox17, GRSFV16a, KBA17, RSGFV18, Sch10b, ZS18]. Reviewing [NRAW17, BWD12]. reviews [GGP14, HCDT16, HHI17a, JOGC17, LDG17, WF18]. revision [RCJ18, vLU12]. revisit [Hu11]. revisited [AH11, Egg11a, GWW11, wHwH16, LBGBMA10, Lei16, LBA19, MKHB15b, Pra19c]. Revisiting [Bou11, SM12, Sni16, WWL17]. revitalized [MS15b]. revolutions [De 17, LWB18b]. rewards [Shu17, ZS18, dS17a]. RFID [HW10, SZAS16]. rhetorical [BASL16, RM18]. rheumatology [PCRMCB+18]. rice [MRN14]. rich [RPP18]. richer [RPP18]. Ricker [BH17b]. right [He19]. rights [CO10, YB14]. Rise [KO18, Hen16, KB11c, Meh07]. rising [BFHS18, Cho12, DAM15]. risk [KFB18, LP18b, MHB17, MYN+15, dPdCaMC+16]. risk-smoothing [KFB18]. risks [MV19]. river [VLV14, WXZ+16, SCLC15]. roadmapping [ZZPG14, ZZP+14a]. robot [Bar17b, LW10]. robotics [Coc18, FSOS12, GL15, KK17, MK18]. Robust [Fre14, ZXY+14, RNB19]. ROC [LD16]. Role [BKSS15, Cha18a, ACFL11, Chi14, Col17, Glä10, Glä12, GT18, GPSM18, HV18a, HLC17, KCU19, Ley15b, Li18, LCWY12, LOMLPA+17, LLHN17, MHM+12a, OFP16, PTMT11, RPGM10,
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[BND11, JKC15, LKS+14, RKT+15, VO17, WT15, WDP11]. stages
[HCL14]. stand [GE11]. standard [Cav15a, MT13a]. standardisation
**Standardization**

[Ano16d], **standardize** [DDR17], **standardized** [ADV11], **standards** [BH16b, Ley13a, RNF19]. **Standing** [QZL+17], **standpoint** [UMK14], **stands** [TBS15]. **star** [Aus12, DAMC15, KO18]. **stardom** [ADS17a, ADS17b, FMU16]. **stars** [Cho12, HL15]. **State** [FdSdO17, UMdSV12, Ano16b, DG16, ENST16, LWB16, LMR16, PFDL17, RMdO17]. **state-of-art** [PFDL17]. **state-of-the-art** [ENST16, LWB16, RMdO17]. **stated** [ANZ15, WAT16]. **statements** [LS15, Ric15]. **States** [ZKD11, Ley15a, MM16, WWP17, CC16, GKY18, SDS19, TBS15, TYWZ12, WMW+13, YK15, Yur18b, Yur18c]. **static** [MB10a, RC13b, WDN17]. **Statistical** [JKSK15, SGN15, CG14, CG18b, DMM17, ES16a, Geo17, GE11, HOS11, LKY17, SPB18]. **statistically** [LB12]. **statisticians** [FDVZ16]. **Statistics** [Ley13b, BBL17a, CBWJ18, DFS15, FMM15b, LLC+17, LG10, RC13b, TW18, VVN16, vB13, Das16]. **status** [CHWL12, Chu14, GW15a, JL18b, LGZ+13, LII12, MSP+15, PJB+12, Pol16a, ZSY14, ZLG+15, Zue10]. **staying** [CNPG17]. **stem** [AW11, ARS17, dNMVQL16, ZS11, FB10]. **step** [EC16]. **Stephan** [Etz13b]. **stepping** [Van12]. **stepping-stone** [Van12]. **steps** [De 16a, Ley13a]. **stepwise** [YLYW14]. **STI** [DKS18]. **Still** [Wra16b, Dya14, JKMS17, Pat18, Sch18a]. **stimulation** [PYL16]. **Stirling** [Rou18]. **STM** [SVS18]. **stochastic** [ACD15, VEJC+18a, XLZ+18, YKLK14]. **stock** [GRSFV14a]. **stone** [Van12]. **Stopped** [LWT16]. **storage** [WLH+17]. **story** [GFK+18, LS19]. **storytelling** [PC18]. **stratagem** [KM18a]. **Strategic** [CLJH12, FFR+17, FFR16, GRSFV+14c, Kos16a, Lee10b, RPMG10, RPP18]. **strategies** [AYS+13, DMM17, GRSFV17b, HV18a, HG13, HBT16, HSPY15, KFB18, LII12, PYK13, VGPdIC+17, WHL+15, DCGZ+12]. **strategy** [ACD14, APYS13, BSC+17, GSOLHO19, KK17, LII12, GRSFV17b]. **stratification** [Pra19d, SST+16]. **Streamlining** [MKYM+17]. **strength** [CMUdF15, UBT16]. **strengthen** [SÁV18]. **strengthened** [KPSL12]. **Strengthening** [Lee12]. **strengths** [LK17]. **stress** [MSP+15, SRF16, WH12]. **strike** [RF19]. **Striking** [BL17b]. **stroke** [MKYM+17]. **strong** [CMUdF15]. **Structural** [FRPP17, HRC12, LLHN17, PY19, AJSN18, BVOL18, BM15, CLLZ15, Col17, KLPP16, LBBR19, Ley11b, PW13, XA15, YC12, Zha18]. **Structuration** [Ley11b]. **Structure** [HJK17, KCI12, KMI1, LX15, RBBG18, SJ19, Vin18, ACD14, BASL16, BGsvdB11, CD16b, CLMN19, CI11, CY13, CL17a, DT16, DMM13, De 13, EES13, ELF11, Fan15b, FUR10, HAL11, HBDL18, HP10, JvGH10, JK10a, KM17a, KLCS14, KTL16, LMM15, LWL+15, LYLD15, LHBC18, MA12, dNMVQL16, MM14a, MSC18, NQ14, OZK11, Oze12a, PHS12, QDY14, RAS15, RGC14, SIR+14, SDT15, SK13, SL10, SG16, SYLC17, TW10, TL18, VYL17, WhCL10, Wan16, WDS16, WWP17, YLL15b, YYDH12, YYP17, Zel12, ZS11]. **structured** [LLC+17, MKYM+17, RRBA10]. **structures**
Studies

Students

Studies

sub-disciplines [TC13]. subdivision [LXWC17]. subdomains [APPS15]. Subfield [Bou14b, hHSL19, QA18, TT13, ZY15]. subfields [QRJ+17, Sot10].


subject [LJS16, LCS+16, AZKR13, AW11, BBJS16, Cam17, Cam18, CWH11, DGDG13, DGGBDG17, GRSFV+14c, GNVQdMAG11, GGS14, GWBSVWB13, HH18, JN15, KB18, MB15, Pin15, RSFV14, SP12a, TZG15, ZJLG10, ZCL14, ZLW16]. subject-method [LJS16]. subject-specific [MB15].

subject [LJS16, LCS+16, AZKR13, AW11, BBJS16, Cam17, Cam18, CWH11, DGDG13, DGGBDG17, GRSFV+14c, GNVQdMAG11, GGS14, GWBSVWB13, HH18, JN15, KB18, MB15, Pin15, RSFV14, SP12a, TZG15, ZJLG10, ZCL14, ZLW16]. subject-method [LJS16]. subject-specific [MB15].

subject [LJS16, LCS+16, AZKR13, AW11, BBJS16, Cam17, Cam18, CWH11, DGDG13, DGGBDG17, GRSFV+14c, GNVQdMAG11, GGS14, GWBSVWB13, HH18, JN15, KB18, MB15, Pin15, RSFV14, SP12a, TZG15, ZJLG10, ZCL14, ZLW16]. subject-method [LJS16]. subject-specific [MB15].
tables \cite{HC14a}. tabulation \cite{Hos11}. tag \cite{DGF17}. tags \cite{KC12}. tail \cite{Glä10, Glä13, YR10}. tail-core \cite{YR10}. Tailor \cite{Gal11}. Taiwan \cite{Liu16, SWH14b, Cha14, CYW11, CSC12, hCcTmWH15, CS11b, HIC12, Hu11, HWLL14, KLP12, LLL12, LYGQ12, Lin12, LXL15, LXL16, MC12, PP18, SWH14a, TCT13, Wu14}. Taiwanese \cite{LCC12, Sha12}. take \cite{Hag10a, KKV13}. takes \cite{Hir10}. Taking \cite{GTMRE16, GTMRE19}. tale \cite{DSH10, Pra18a}. talent \cite{MGGdP17}. tales \cite{Jac12}. talk \cite{Bru10}. tapered \cite{San12c}. target \cite{DC19, HYS18}. target-policy \cite{HYS18}. targeting \cite{WF17}. taxonomy \cite{De16b, JC12, LSS15, LSS16, Rod17}. teach \cite{SAPR18}. teacher \cite{Tod14}. teaching \cite{DH13b, GMM16, WHLP16}. team \cite{BT15, LPMK17, PRSB16, TCR10, ZZW14, ZZW16}. teams \cite{ADD17a, COT16a, PRDG17}. Tech \cite{ZPC17, Suo14}. TechMining \cite{PC14, VGPdlC17}. Technical \cite{AP14, CNPG17, CNPG18, HCLC14, KMP11b, SHS15, VG14}. technique \cite{JDH12, JH16, LW10}. techniques \cite{ABM19, CNC18, DAMC15, Lee10a, MVS10, RHMH17, YLSW16}. techno \cite{ARS17, PLG19}. techno-scientific \cite{ARS17, PLG19}. Technological \cite{CLLL10, HLLT14, LGR17, LZZ13, RGdCM17, SS16, WSH16, AAV13, BM13a, BM13b, BM11, CV15, CWL10, CJW10, CSC12, CC12b, Com15, DQ11, EES13, FLZ17, GS12, HR15, HDC13, HCS15, JK10b, KCK14, KS18, Kli16, LLC17, Lee10b, LKS14, LZ14, LAHH15, LNRSRBB18, LFC14, LP10, PYK12, RR17, RBF10, SPS14, SFNO12, SÁV18, SD18, WLD14, WY12, Won13, Wu14, YZW17, YK11, YK12, YPK13, ZHG16, ZQH17, ZZZ12, vRW18}. Technologies \cite{SJ10, AUS12, ARS17, Bai18, CS11b, CMM17, EMSS16, ÉMS13, HLL14, HSPY15, JAAA18, KCK14, RNM18, SBSR19, WF17, YKCK13, Zyz11, ZLW19}. Technology \cite{Ano10, BM15, CK14, HH17e, JK15, KHK13, LKS14, LGH16a, MEG15, NASR11, SK14a, SL10, ACMP13, Ahr17, ATYL17, APPF18, APLH18, Ano17d, Ano18c, APYS13, AYS13, BFHS18, BKY15, BGM17, BDE11, Bou14a, BPHL16, BRS16, BSPL19, CGV12, CD16b, CWL10, CLJH12, CYK11, DSG15, EMSS16, Ettz13a, FM12, FK17, FK18, pGDT12, GM12, HM18, Har14a, HTL15, HSWS13, HSX15, HHA16, HZQ17, Hur17, JYW11, JC12, JBC19, KZZ19, KKC18, KW15, KGL14, KL17, KGY17, KS18, KPL19, KKK14, KPY16, LLL12, Lee15, LS17a, LM13a, Ley15b, LYWSV13, Li15, LCZ17, Liu13, cSL10, LLW13, LLHN17, MP15, MTT15, Moh12, MRN14, NH14, OA10a, Ort11, PY14, PJY17, PHL17, PLJ18, RG15, RRBA10, RS12, RG18, SH15b, SZA16, tScL13, SL16, Suo14, TR14, US10,
[BCZ12, MC15]. thinking [XM13]. Third [BP11, WHC+13]. Thirty [SRP18, VN16]. Thomas [MB10a]. Thomson [Har15b, PA12]. those [PIB18]. thought [Ben12, URU10b]. thoughts [GM13]. threat [PBB18]. Three [FE16a, FE16b, KdBBK15, WC18, Bai18, Bor15a, EO14, EMH+10, FPS14, Fra14, FZZ+11, FZZ+12a, FZZ+12b, HCS+15, HCN+16, Li15, LP18b, Pra14c, Pra17c, Sch12a, Sch10b, TA17, yT11, Wal15, WOW10, YWC12, YWW17, ZYNZ18, ZG11].

Three-dimensional [KdBBK15, LP18b, Pra14c, Pra17c, Sch12a].

Three-journal [Bai18]. threshold [CSC13, GRSFV11, SS10c]. throughout [LJJ+16].

ties [CMUdF15, KA17].

time-dependent [WFH+16]. time-normalization [HB18a]. Time-aware [CU16].

time-varying [ILBG14]. Times [BSFW10, Har19a, SGSS17]. timing [MTU17].

tolerance [msp+15]. Tommaso [Pra17a]. Too [BSFW10, Oos15, KB12].

tool [ADS12, Cam17, CFL16, FCMTRVR17, GRSFV17b, HKLJ14, PB12, SYL17, WS11, ZPG14, BHL+10]. toolbox [PC18].

tools [MCR+12]. Top [KB11b, KB12, KHK13, LPMK17, ADS16, ADS17a, ADS17b, ADD19, ARC17, CMVP16, FH13, GRSFV12a, GKS18, Ho13b, Keg15, KHA17, Kos18a, Kos18b, Kwi18, LLI16, Ley12, LSM+15, LSE+18, MCL13, SM16b, SLG+17, SUP15, SK11, TBB+16, WW15, WWP14].

top-10 [Ley12].

top-cited [Ho13b].

top-level [Keg15].

Topic [ADD+15, BGG+17, MLOY18, MCL17, Yan14, Boy17a, CGKB18, Cam12, DFS15, DXT+18, FMP17b, HFL14, Kli16, LKSK15, LJS16, Li18, LXL13, MHKB16, Nic14, QZD18, Sch14c, SHK14, SYL17, yTMShL16, VBG+17, VYL17, WLD+14, XCS+16, YPNS14, ZMW+18, ZLLD19].

Topic-based [ADD+15, Yan14].

topic-dependent [ZMW+18].

topic-level [LXDL13, Yan14].

Topical [BL15, Cab11, CGC18, MP15, ZMW+18].

Topics [PN15, BHPvPMR18, CYH13, GT11, GT12, GT17, HGH17a, HQY+18, KWS17, Lam12, MCL17, OHT10, PPI17, RBF+10, The1b, TH13, WCL14, WLD+14, XGY+16, YDJ12].

Topological [AjdFC15, Am15, KM17a].

Topological-collaborative [AjdFC15].

topology [KJS14].

Toronto [OCJB15].

total [Egg10d, Rou12b].

Totalized [Pra18e].

tourism-themed [jzL15].

Tower [HAL11].

TR [AC+A+14].

trace [HCS+15, HZQ+17, ZPZ+14b].

Tracing [ARS17, JDH12, JH16, MB14, WWX13, WA18a, ZY19].

track [Ama18a].

Tracking [CMM17, HFC11, MAA18, SKY17, TK10, WFG16, YCPS17, MH14, SD18].

[93]
ACORC10, BCC+17, KN15. turnaround [RCJ18]. turnover [Yur18c].
tweeted [VH17, ZW18b]. tweeters [HBS+19]. tweeting [Ort16].
tweets [AM18, LF17, Sui16, VH17, XYHD18, dW15]. twentieth [BCC+17].
Twenty [CG18b, TW16, WOW13, CAS16, GZ18, SCGZR16]. Twenty-first
[TW16, GZ18, SCGZR16]. Two [AC13, Har19b, KGY+17, LPL16, LTK+19, AAH10, APPS15, BCML19, BSBI2, BND11, BG18, Cam11, CD14, DSH+10, EC16, FKRS14, HCl6a, hHSL19, JvGH10, KLP17, KY17, KJ14, LKS+14, LCS+16, LYGQ12, LS19, Lor14, Moe16a, NJ10, PRRC16, PPE14, Pra18a, SGG+14, Sch15a, Sch14a, Sch17b, Sch10b, SYDW19, cTnHwH17, WDP11, Wu18, dOM16].
twenty-dimensional [LYGQ12, NJ10]. two-exponent [cTnHwH17].
Two-phase [KGY+17]. two-stage [BND11, LKS+14, WDP11]. two-step
[EC16]. two-year [Cam11]. Type
[Abb13, BHH18, BPVM11, CCM+11, CV15, Don17, Egg11c, Egg14b, Glä12, JN11, LZGQ13, MR13, Rou12a, SZMS18, Sch12b, YWL16, Yu17]. Types
[VG17, GD11, HP10, KBT14, KWW15, MK18, Pnn10, RP17b, Soo17, SH18, TSRGCCJC14]. typical [SVS18, WYY11]. typically [AC13]. typology
[SK11].

U.S. [ACORC10, ABL17, BRS+16, CSC13, Clo18, CKCK10, Han11, KSB11, OMR14, PSB+17, RRL16, Shi14]. UASB [ZLT+14]. ubiquitous
[ZW11]. UGR [RTGSLCH14]. UK
[Mou15a]. Unbalanced [ZHG16, HDC13]. unbiased [MD12]. uncertain
[ZZW19]. uncertainty [KHS+15, dCCMAW16a, dCCMAW16b]. uncited
[HLW19, YY14, YSY+13]. uncitedness [Egg10b, NF19]. Uncovering
[DMV10, Lee15, MY16]. Under-cited [RH18, DW18]. under-citedness
[MHF17]. Underestimating [LXWC17]. undergraduate [Yur18c].
underlying [CL13, HC16b, QL12]. undermining [Frala]. understand
[You14]. Understanding
[Ano11, LTK+18, LDVSGDR16, LDZ17, MGGdP17, PTMT11, XBD+18, ZYS16, FK17, FK18, MPM18, OMR14, PCR18, THAL15]. undertake
[BL11b]. undifferentiated [Kwi18]. undisclosed [Cop19]. unequivocally
[PL17]. unhistorical [Kra16]. uniform [ADS10b]. uninformed [RSGFV18].
unintended [SFD16]. union [ACORC10, MM16]. unit [dS17b]. United
[SDS19, CCl6, GKi8, TBS15, TYWZ12, WMW+13, YK15, Yur18b, Yur18c].
units [Lee10a, LWIB16, PRRC16]. universal [CRLMLM17, GGW11].
Universality [EHK12]. universally [SA16]. universe [KWS17, MB10a].
Universities [AKB+10, BBSS16b, BBS16c, ADR14a, ADD14b, AhOL14, AZSA14, AZSA16, AC+14, APLHF18, AS18b, BVOL18, BP+14, BR11, Ben15, BS17, BG18, BZBL16].
University [CD14, Che15, GY12, Joh18, Kim14, MRGT18, SSAG16, SFM16, TYYW16, ZL18a, ADS10a, ADD11c, ADS12, ADR14b, ACF+17, ABilo10, ACP12, ALH15, Ban18, Bas11, BPGGdMA12, BR11, BR12, BG17, BS13b, CAAC15, hCyL12, CHC13, CK14, Chu14, Cla15, CAV19, DH13a, Doc11a, Doc11b, Doc12, DC15a, DE15, Fyc15, FGP13, GGG14, GRSFV13, HB17b, HDW15, IL14b, KHA17, KS17, LVGV11, Laz10, LZZ12, LWIB16, LM10, LPL14, LCWY12, MR15, MOO17, Moe17, OVJM17, OMOR13a, OMOR13b, OMA15, Pie18, PS16b, PRA16a, Pum10, RVFEdIM10, RTGSLCH14, RGCMI14, SAF13, SN10, TM12, Tod14, WHL15, WHLP16, WA18a, WS13a, ZL17a, vLvvWW16, vRvLV11, GD11, GG13, GGG+12, HFW14, OCJB15, RCCM14, SV19, WS10].

University-affiliated [CAV19]. University-industry [TYYW16, ZL18a, ADS12, Fyc15, RVFEdIM10, SR16, TM12, WHLP16, WA18a].

University-industry-government [CHC13, Chu14, IL14b, LZZ12, LPL14].

University-invented [CD14]. University-owned [CD14].

University-research [GGG14]. University-sponsored [Che15].

Unravelling [ATCCAAB19]. unrelated [CSC12, CC12b, GRSFV14a].


update [HMI5c]. updated [APYS13, CCLL14]. Updating [Rou12b].

upflow [ZLT+14]. upon [CC12b]. ups [SRP13]. URAP [ACA+14].

URAP-TR [ACA+14]. urban [JDG14, LSR13]. urbanization [ZL+17].

URL [Lin11]. Urquhart [TU10]. USA [CGG10, Dya17a, Dya17b, KKC18, MT13b, TFJD14, The18d, WMW13, XYW18, ZGY15].

Usability [WAT16].

Usage [Che18a, GGl5a, GGS14, MBL18, WMXZ14, WFS16, CG17, CG18a, GKF17, KCT+17, MF14, SG10, WLMF15a, WLMF15b, ZLYT18].

use [AT17, AT18, EGU10, GWS15, MS16b, SMM+19, SS14, AL12, BI18a, BW10, BDW12, BL18, CP12b, CH15, CP16, CF18, Das16, GBM+16, GWW17, HC14a, Hn612, JKS15, KD18, KPL19, KSB11, KS16b, LS17a, LWIB16, LRY18, MBYKA14, MM17a, MM17b, PY16, PW17, PHDC16, Rod16, RNB19, SB15, Sch15c, TQ17, TÜ10, Web16, You14, dSD18b, dSD18c, dCdSNB15].

used [AD16, BD12b, BG17, Fak17, Hal13, MCR+12, SLISC17, The18a].

useful [Agu12, Hsi11, MBA13, QZZ17, Sch14a, The17a, dS18].

Usefulness [Tur16, BT19b, YK14, ZHG16]. user [Ell18, Jun12, VH17, YZB18, Yu17, ZC14]. users [PLJ18, Tri10, WZ19b].

Using

REFERENCES

[BHJD12, Har16b, MSYW12, ZXLX14]. wrong [Cha17b]. wronged [vRvLV11].

X [Sch15c, Saf13]. X-centage [Sch15c].

Year [BT18c, Egg14b, MR13, MHTB17, BHL18, Cam11, CH15, DMB17, HA17a, Hou17, KKT+18, LGH+14, ML18, MB14, MDDG17, PKR15, TBW+12, vdBbdK16, BT18b]. Year-based [Egg14b, MR13]. yearly [Fan18]. Years [WB15, AER+14, AAG14, AP16, Bar11, CAS16, CG18b, DWGL16, EBR16, HLSC18, JDG14, KGB+18, MGT14, OHT10, PHBN+15, RBBG18, SMF18, Snii16, SRP13, The18c, Tod14, VACCAJ18, WLC17, WOW13, WS13b, YWG14, ZLG+15, dCdSNB15]. Yes [MR1W15, Mou15b].

Yesterday [GN17]. young [CSS+16, HL15, KY16, Kos15, QZL+17].

younger [vR18]. Yugoslav [I16]. Yugoslavia [I16, J1R10].
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